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Preface
How to Use This Manual
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide is intended for
administrators of SigmaSystemCenter and explains the information of maintenance and trouble
shooting. This manual is a supplement to NEC SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide and NEC
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.

Manual Organization
Part I

Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting

1
2

"Caution Notes": Lists caution notes of SigmaSystemCenter.
"Trouble Shooting": Describes the trouble shooting of SigmaSystemCenter.

Appendices
Appendix A
Appendix B

"Revision History"
"License Information"
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SigmaSystemCenter Manuals
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The information regarding product summary, installation, configuration, operation and maintenance
of SigmaSystemCenter are included in the following four manuals. The purposes of the manuals are
as follows.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter First Step Guide
This manual is intended for users who use SigmaSystemCenter for the first time and explains the
product summary, system design methods and operating environment.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide
This manual is intended for system administrators who install, upgrade, or uninstall
SigmaSystemCenter and explains how to.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide
This manual is intended for system administrators who configure the whole system after installation
and who operate and maintain the system after the configuration. Actual operational flow is used to
explain the process from the configuration after installation to the operating procedures. This manual
also explains the maintenance process.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Reference Guide
This manual is intended for administrators of SigmaSystemCenter and is a supplement to NEC
SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide and NEC SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Reference Guide consists of the following three documents:
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide
This document describes the maintenance information in SigmaSystemCenter.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide
This document describes cautions and the information about trouble shooting in
SigmaSystemCenter.
NEC SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference Guide
This document describes features and functionalities of SigmaSystemCenter.
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Document Conventions
In this manual, information that needs attention and references are described as follows:
Note: Note indicates caution notes, and supplementary explanation for functionalities,
operations, and settings.

Reference: Reference indicates why and where you should refer to.
In addition, this manual uses the following document conventions.
Convention

Used Item

Example

Bold font

Items that a user selects on a
screen, short text input, screen
names, short command-line
commands, and command-line
options

Type Exit and click Enter.
User License Confirmation screen
Use the –prt command.
Use the /a option.

Italic font

Book or manual titles, and variable
names

Configuration Guide

Quotation marks

Chapter titles and default values

See Chapter 9, "Add a Computer."

Monospace font

Long text inputs, messages and
command-line commands

Type the following text:

(courier)

x

add GroupName

Confidential–Class B

Part I

Caution
Notes
Trouble Shooting

and

This part describes the caution notes and trouble shooting of SigmaSystemCenter and related
products.
This part contains the following chapters:

•
•

1
2

Caution Notes
Trouble Shooting
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1.

Caution Notes

This chapter lists caution notes.
This chapter contains the following sections:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
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1 Caution Notes

1.1. Software
Feature
1.1.1.

Distribution

and

Updates

Notes for Environment Setup When Executing OS
Installation by Disk Duplication
If you perform OS installation by disk duplication on the environment to which Windows
OS is installed, note the following points:


Set up the Windows boot drive in the C drive.
If you add or change a drive other than the C drive, the drive letter of the added or
changed drive may be changed after OS installation by disk duplication.



If you distribute a master image by OS installation by disk duplication, a drive letter
is reassigned when resetting the operating system. If you are operating a basic
disk, drive letters are reassigned to the drives in the recognized order during the
installation according to the specification of Microsoft Corporation.
For more information, see Subsection
DeploymentManager Operation Guide.



3.3.4,

"Precautions/Others"

in

If a managed machine's operating system is either Windows Vista or later or
Windows Server 2008 or later, any profile port / program of the public profile, the
private profile, or the domain profile of Windows firewall is opened depending on
the network situations of when DPM Client is installed.
If the managed machine joins the domain, the profile is changed to the domain
profile. If the profile at installation is not a domain profile, the port / program which
DeploymentManager uses is blocked. Therefore, open the port / program which
DeploymentManager uses as the domain profile on the managed machines and
the master machines for the OS installation by disk duplication which are to join
the domain in advance.
The port / program of domain profile of a managed machine can be opened with
the following procedure:
<Configuring domain controller policy settings>
Configure domain controller policy settings in the operating system of Windows
Vista, Windows Server 2008 or their later versions.
<Configuring the local setting of a managed machine>
1.

On a managed machine, click Start, and click Administrative Tools to open
Windows Firewall with Advanced Security.

2.

Click Inbound Rules in the left pane.

NEC SigmaSystemCenter 3.4 Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide
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3.

Select the items listed below in the Inbound Rules and right-click Properties.
Select the Advanced tab on the Properties window. Select the Domain
check box of the Profiles and click OK.
-

Common for all operating systems
DeploymentManager (DepAgent.exe)
DeploymentManager (rupdsvc.exe)

-

For Windows Vista and Windows 7
Networking - Echo Request (ICMPv4-In)

-

For Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server
2012, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1
File and Printer Sharing (Echo Request - ICMPv4-In)

1.1.2.

Installing DPM Server
Ensure that DPM Server is installed in only one machine in the network that is to be
managed by the DeploymentManager.

1.1.3.

Creating Scenarios
When creating scenarios specifying restoration or installation of packages by
DeploymentManager, ensure that you select the Unicast check box in the Distribution
Condition group box. This check box can be found either in the Backup/Restore tab
or the Package tab.

1.1.4.

Distributing Scenarios
You can execute up to totaled 100 scenarios with the following settings configured on a
managed machine before restart.


Selecting the Execute At Next Startup under Execution Timing Setting of the
Package tab on the Add Scenario window.

If you execute 101 or more scenarios with the settings, restart the managed machine.
By restarting the machine, you can execute another 100 scenarios.
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1.1.5.

Creating a Disk Image
Make sure to create a disk image which includes an OS in the following format.
If not, the configuration change of activating a machine in a group is not executed
properly.


Installing NEC ESMPRO Agent.



Configuring the alert settings in NEC ESMPRO Agent.

For the details of the alert settings, see Section 3.9, "Configuring Settings for Sending
Failure Events From the Managed Machine" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter
Configuration Guide.

1.1.6.

About Detailed Settings of DeploymentManager
Be sure to select the Check the completion of a scenario by the communication with
DPM Client check box on the Detail Setting of DPM Server (This check box is selected
by default. Do not change the default setting). If this option is cleared,
SystemProvisioning cannot work with DeploymentManager properly.
Be sure to clear the Upgrade DPM Client automatically check box. By default, this
check box is not selected. So keep the default value. If you select this option,
DeploymentManager cannot work properly with SystemProvisioning.
You can select this check box when installing DPM Server or on the
DeploymentManager Web Console.
To check whether the Check the completion of a scenario by the communication with
DPM Client check box and the Upgrade DPM Client automatically check box is
selected, follow the procedure below:
1.

Start the DeploymentManager Web Console.

2.

Click Management located on the Title bar to switch to the Management view.

3.

Click DPM Server in the Management tree.

4.

Base information of DPM Server appears on the Main Window.

5.

Click Detail Setting in the Configuration menu.

6.

Detail Setting appears.

7.

Select the General tab, check whether the Check the completion of a scenario
by the communication with DPM Client check box and the Upgrade DPM
Client automatically check box under Server Setting is selected.

NEC SigmaSystemCenter 3.4 Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide
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1.1.7.

About Running a Restore Scenario in SystemProvisioning
If you specify a path of an image file on other machine connected with a network as an
image file name of a restore scenario, perform the operation described in *2 in
Subsection 3.13.4, "Backup/Restore Tab" in DeploymentManager Web Console
Reference Guide.

1.1.8.

About

Suspending

a

Scenario

Run

by

SystemProvisioning
If you execute software distribution (DPM scenario) by Job of SystemProvisioning, the
DPM scenario is assigned automatically on the DeploymentManager Web Console.
In this case, do not execute any operation except the operations described in the
following " ◆
About operations to stop scenario execution." Otherwise,
SystemProvisioning may falsely recognize the completion of the scenario.


About operations to stop scenario execution
If you suspend software distribution
SystemProvisioning, cancel the Job.

(DPM

scenario)

by

a

Job

of

If you suspend a DPM scenario by canceling a Job in SystemProvisioning, the
status of the managed machine on the DeploymentManager Web Console may
become Scenario Execute Stop or the scenario assignment may not be removed.
In this condition, if you execute another Job of SystemProvisioning to the same
machine, the process may fail.
In this case, execute Remove Interruption or Remove Scenario Assignment on the
DeploymentManager Web Console.
If you suspend the scenario execution that you performed by Job of
SystemProvisioning from the DeploymentManager Web Console, the scenario
completes normally on the DeploymentManager Web Console and the Job is
completed normally.
If you execute Remove Interruption on the DeploymentManager Web Console, the
Job will not be completed until it times out, the default timeout time is six hours.
In that case, you need to cancel the Job from SystemProvisioning as well.

1.1.9.

About Machine Name After Deleting Subsystems of Other
Than DeploymentManager
If you execute restart or collect of SystemProvisioning after deleting subsystems of
other than DeploymentManager and make a managed machine (physical machine)
managed only in a subsystem of DeploymentManager, the machine name is changed
to a machine name of DeploymentManager.
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1.1.10. Notes on Using DeploymentManager in the Web Console
When SystemProvisioning cannot communicate with DeploymentManager due to
some reasons (for example, a LAN cable is not connected or the DeploymentManager
services is stopped), SystemProvisioning is made to wait for two minutes at the
maximum in some processes require the communication with DeploymentManager
(such as setting DeploymentManager information or obtaining scenario information),
and the processes fail. If SystemProvisioning succeeds in connecting to
DeploymentManager in its internal re-connecting process, the processes do not fail and
continue.

1.1.11. Notes on a Restore Scenario Used in Image Deployment
If a scenario configured as follows is used in image deployment, setting
machine-specific information is not performed properly. Do not use such a scenario in
image deployment. It does not correspond when deploying the backup image obtained
without deleting the machine-specific information.


Configuring added information for an image file
Any of the following check boxes is selected when setting an image file on the
Backup / Restore tab in creation of a DeploymentManager scenario.
•

Machine Name

•

MAC Address

•

UUID

1.1.12. Use of Master Machine Setup Scenarios
The master machine setup scenarios are automatically distributed when creating an
image using Differential Clone or Disk Clone. The master machine setup scenarios
mean the following three built-in scenarios:


System_WindowsMasterSetup



System_WindowsMasterSetupVM



System_LinuxMasterSetup

NEC SigmaSystemCenter 3.4 Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide
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1.1.13. Built-in scenario distribution by ssc deploy software
Among the Built-in scenarios of DeploymentManager, you cannot specify the symbols
(^ * > ( ) _ + & | = ` ; , one-byte space) for the following passwords change scenarios
while executing scenario distribution by ssc deploy software.


System_WindowsChgPassword



System_LinuxChgPassword
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1.2. Virtual
Feature

Environment

Management

Note the following points when using the VM collaborative functionality.
Furthermore, for more details of VMware, Xen, Hyper-V or KVM, see the product
manuals of VMware, Inc., Citrix Systems, Inc., Microsoft Corp. or Red Hat, Inc.

Note: A registry path of Windows operating system is different according to whether it
is an x64 operating system or. an x86 operating system. The registry path in this
section is indicated in the x64 operating system. If you are using an x86 operating
system, substitute "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE" for
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node."

1.2.1.

About System Configuration
References:
▪ For the operational environment, see Section 3.4, "Managed Virtual Machine
Infrastructure" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter First Step Guide.
▪ For the system configuration, see Subsection 2.1.5, "Example of System
Configuration and Cautions" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter First Step Guide.

For General Virtual Environment



When creating a new virtual machine, the system attempts to acquire the IP
address automatically before configuring the static IP address on the Windows OS.
If an IP address cannot be acquired from the DHCP server, the IP address setting
process may take another several tens of seconds to several minutes.



If you make a virtual machine participate in a domain, you need to configure DNS
setting. If you make a virtual machine which is already participating in domain
participate in domain by executing Allocate Machine, take the virtual machine out
of domain first and execute Allocate Machine. If not, the virtual machine may not
work properly.



If a managed machine's OS is any of Windows Vista or later, and Windows Server
2008 or later, the ports / programs in one of the public profile, the private profile, or
the domain profile of Windows firewall are opened depending on the network
situations of when DPM Client is installed.
If the managed machine joins the domain, the profile is changed to the domain
profile. If the profile at installation is not a domain profile, the ports / programs
which DeploymentManager uses are blocked.
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If you want to join a virtual machine created from a template to the domain, open
the ports DeploymentManager uses in the domain profile on the master VM to be
the source of creating templates in advance. If not, a virtual machine is created
with the firewall ports being blocked and software distribution fails.
The ports / programs of domain profile of a managed machine can be opened with
the following procedure:
<Configuring domain controller policy settings>
Configure domain controller policy settings in the operating system of Windows
Vista, Windows Server 2008 or their later versions.
<Configuring the local setting of a managed machine>
1.

On a managed machine, click Start, and click Administrative Tools to open
Windows Firewall with Advanced Security.

2.

Click Inbound Rules in the left pane.

3.

Select the items listed below in the Inbound Rules and right-click Properties.
Select Advanced tab on the Properties window. Select Domain check box of
the profile and click OK.
-

Common for all operating systems
DeploymentManager (DepAgent.exe)
DeploymentManager (rupdsvc.exe)

-

For Windows Vista and Windows 7
Networking - Echo Request (ICMPv4-In)

-

For Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server
2012, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1
File and Printer Sharing (Echo Request - ICMPv4-In)

For VMware



vCenter Server uses the default TCP/IP ports 80 and 443.
Port conflict might occur depending on your environments. If it occurs, the default
values of the ports must be changed so that the port conflict will not occur.
•

To coexist with a SigmaSystemCenter management server or a DPM Server
Because port 80 is also used by IIS (Internet Information Service), port conflict
might occur.
To resolve this issue, change the http port of vCenter Server from 80 to other
ports such as 10080.
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vCenter Server can be installed in a server that is not a SigmaSystemCenter
management server, but installing vCenter Server in the same server as the
SigmaSystemCenter management server is recommended.



About settings of a datacenter
If you are using vCenter Server, create at least one datacenter.



About use of folders
Do not use folders of vCenter Server in SystemProvisioning.



About use of VMware HA
If VMware High Availability (HA) is enabled, it detects failures on the vCenter
Server side, and it performs power control or moves a virtual machine. For this
behavior, if same actions both on vCenter Server and on SigmaSystemCenter are
performed at the same time, one action might fail. Do not enable the recovery VM
actions by policies of VMware HA and SigmaSystemCenter simultaneously.
VMware HA moves a virtual machine regardless of the placement rules for the
virtual machine by SigmaSystemCenter.
If you want to enable VMware HA admission control, ensure sufficient resources
are available for a virtual machine to run properly before you do it. If resources are
insufficient, no action can be performed on a virtual machine.
If a virtual machine server with VMware HA enabled is in the shutdown state and if
you restart the vCenter Server service, the virtual machine server might be
recognized as that it stays connected.
To work around this, wait a short time, and then try actions on a virtual machine
server.



About use of VMware Fault Tolerance (FT)
If VMware FT is enabled, a secondary virtual machine will be created on a virtual
machine. The secondary virtual machine is considered as a virtual machine that
has no UUID, MAC address, or virtual disk. Its name is "VM (Secondary)." You can
perform no action except Move Virtual Machine for the secondary virtual machine.
A virtual machine and a secondary virtual machine cannot be started on a same
virtual machine server simultaneously. Move one of them to other virtual machine
server and then start it. Alternatively, enable the VM Optimized Startup feature.
The virtual machine with VMware FT enabled does not support the following
features: Placement Rule, failover by a policy, power saving, and load balancing.
SigmaSystemCenter cannot enable or disable VMware FT for a virtual machine. If
VMware FT is disabled due to a failure, enable it on vCenter Server.



About use of VMware DRS (Distributed Resource Scheduler)
If you intend to use VMware DRS, configure the VM Optimized Placement feature
of SigmaSystemCenter so that it does not work. And configure the periodical
collection so that it can work.
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When VMware DRS is enabled, vCenter Server monitors loads for machines and
performs load balancing.
If a virtual machine is powered on or off by VMware DSR, its power status does not
match with that in the SigmaSystemCenter database.
VMware DRS moves virtual machines regardless of the virtual machine placement
rule by SigmaSystemCenter.
VMware DRS also might not work correctly with the load balancing feature or
power control feature by VM Optimized Placement which provides the same
functionalities if they are enabled at the same time.
Do not use VMware DPM because it powers on or off a virtual machine server.

For Xen



SystemProvisioning directly connects to XenServer Pool Master.
SystemProvisioning does not connect with XenCenter.



XenServer Pool Master uses the default TCP/IP ports of "80" and "443."



SystemProvisioning does not support coexistence with Xen HA.



About setting a virtual network
VLAN in a virtual network cannot be created or changed in SystemProvisioning.

For Hyper-V



SigmaSystemCenter does not support Hyper-V Cluster environments that are built
with shared storage connected with iSCSI.



In the cluster environment of Hyper-V, when you configure CSV with shared
storage, the storage attribute (such as LUN or Bus number) of each host should be
conformed to each other. If not adequately treated, storage topologies may not be
displayed accurately.



Apply KB974930, KB2580360 and KB2563210 to nodes in the cluster environment
with Windows Server 2008 R2 no SP.



Apply KB2580360 and KB2563210 to nodes in the cluster environment with
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1.



You cannot use the storage-topology related features when you divide one LUN
into multiple partitions and provide a drive letter for each of them.



Do not use the server with a Hyper-V role as a file server if you use a file server to
configure a virtual machine in Windows Server 2012.

For KVM



The environment with mixed versions of Red Hat Enterprise Linux managed as
KVM virtual machine server is not supported.
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1.2.2.

About Setting Up the Virtual Environment (Setting for
Compatible Product)
For General Virtual Environment



About a datacenter name
Configure a unique datacenter name in your system. Do not use spaces in a
datacenter name.
Execute Collect every after changing datacenter names.



About a virtual machine name
Configure a unique virtual machine name in your system.
You can specify up to 80 alphanumeric characters, "-", and "_" for a virtual
machine name.
In addition, do not use spaces in a virtual machine name.



About a virtual machine server name
Configure a unique virtual machine server name in the system.



About names for datastores and folders
Do not contain the double or single quotation characters in the names for
datastores or folders on a datastore because the Details of the datastore window
does not properly function if the datastores or folders have those characters in
their names.



About an unshared datastore name
Configure a unique unshared datastore name in a virtual manager. If there are
unshared datastores with the same name, Create and Assign Machine or Create
Template may not work properly. The size or usage of the datastores may not be
displayed properly.

For VMware



About a virtual machine server name to register to vCenter Server
When registering a virtual machine server to vCenter Server, use its host name or
IP address as a registration name.
If you use a host name, set the name, including domain suffix, to be resolved in the
system. If not, you may not be able to add the virtual machine server to a group,
delete the virtual machine server from a group, nor execute the power operation in
SystemProvisioning.
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In addition, if you execute Allocate Machine to a physical machine using a
DeploymentManager restore scenario that executes the script installation, ESX is
added to vCenter Server as a host automatically. At that timing, by default, the
machine is registered with its host name. Therefore, when registering a machine
with its host name, the host name needs to be resolved in the system. In addition,
passwords must be configured on the OS setting or the Host setting of Group
Property setting.
To change the setting to register a machine with its IP address, create the
following registry and configure the value:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value (Type): EnableIPSetting (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 1 *
* If zero is set as the value or the value does not configured, a machine is
registered with its host name. If any number other than zero is specified, a
machine is registered with its IP address.


About alarm setting
As SigmaSystemCenter monitors the alarm registered to vCenter Server by default,
do not delete the alarm or change the name of the alarm.



About loading of physical NIC
Load at least one NIC for management for an ESX and one NIC for connection for
virtual machines to connect to a physical network. Although you can add a NIC for
connecting to virtual machines as needed, ensure that the network name (the
virtual switch name) in an ESX does not duplicate.
When using a distributed virtual switch, do not connect the NIC for management
for VMware ESX to the distributed virtual switch. Connect the NIC for management
for VMware ESX to a normal distributed virtual switch.



About a name of a distributed virtual switch
Configure a unique name for a distributed virtual switch in vCenter Server.



About a name of a virtual port group
Configure a unique name for a port group on a distributed virtual switch in vCenter
Server.
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About the service console
Create the service console for controlling ESX in a normal virtual switch.



About the registration of an ESX to vCenter Server
Do not register one ESX to multiple vCenter Server.



About setting up a master VM
•

Installation
Make sure that you install the operating system on the first virtual disk (IDE0:0
/ SCSI0:0. / SATA0:0.)

•

The number of NICs
Add a number of virtual NICs of the master VM of the source of a template,
that exceeds the number of NICs used when creating a new virtual machine.
You can specify a maximum of 10 virtual NICs.
For how to add a virtual NIC, see the product manuals of VMware.

•

Administrator password
If you are using VMware, clear the manager password of the master VM
before creating a template.
If the password is not cleared, the password configured after creating the
virtual machine is not configured as a specified password. The password
configured to the master VM remains unchanged.

•

SCSI controller
When creating Differential Clone type virtual machines using vCenter Server
4.0 Update 1 or earlier, LSI Logic SAS cannot be used for SCSI controller of a
master VM.

•

Disk
Create only one disk for a master VM as the system disk.
If you are creating a system disk and an extended disk (data disk) at the same
time when creating a virtual machine and are using both of them in operations,
do not add the extended disk to a template (the source master VM to be
copied) and configure the template with only one system disk.



About changing a datastore name
If you change a datastore name, restart the vCenter Server Service or ESXi.
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About escape characters
The "%", "\" and "/" characters are used in vCenter Server for virtual machine
names and so on, and these characters are escaped into "%25", "%5c" and "%2f"
respectively by SigmaSystemCenter when the data of vCenter Server is obtained.





About VM Console
•

The supported version of MouseKeyboardScreen plugin is only 2.1.0.0.

•

This feature does not support Firefox3.

•

This feature does not monitor status change of the console, such as
connection status change or resolution modification.

•

MouseKeyboardScreen plugin is not installed automatically. Install it
manually.

•

If you execute the power operations of a virtual machine or move a virtual
machine, the VM Console is disconnected.

•

To exit from the full screen mode of the VM Console, press Ctrl + Alt. If you
exit the full screen mode otherwise, the resolution of the management server
monitor can be changed.

About operations on the vCenter Server Client Management Screen
During normal operation, basically, do not operate virtual machine servers or
virtual machines from the vCenter Server Client Management Screen.



About datastore configurations
When multiple vCenter Servers are configured, do not configure the same LUN for
a datastore shared between these vCenter Servers.



About vApp
SigmaSystemCenter does not support the VMware vApp. If you execute Collect
operation on the vCenter Server to which a vApp belongs, virtual machines of the
vApp are registered with a tree of the Virtual view but the vApp itself is not
registered. In this case, the virtual machines of the vApp are registered just under
ESXi host. The power operation for registered virtual machines of the vApp is
available but the move operation such as Failover or Migration is not available,
which becomes the error. The move operation by a policy becomes the error, too.

For Xen



About loading of physical NIC
If you are using a XenServer, there is no difference between a NIC for
management and NIC for connecting to virtual machines; load at least one NIC.
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About a virtual network name
Do not use double-byte characters for virtual network names.
Do not change the name of default network name of XenServer. If the default
network name has been changed when a virtual machine server is being added,
an invalid network may be created.



About a virtual network
When creating a virtual network, create it on XenServer Pool Master.
Also, do not create a new virtual network on a XenServer to add. If you do so,
XenServer Pool Master may be in bad state when the XenServer is added.



About building a master VM
•

OS installation
Be sure to install OS into the first virtual disk (the device position is "0").



About administrator password of a master VM
When creating a virtual machine from a Disk Clone template, clear the
administrator password of a master VM as with VMware.
If you duplicate a virtual machine by Create VM (Template) from a Full Clone
template, the setting is configured the same as the master VM.



About creating virtual machines
When creating virtual machines by using the automatic execution of Sysprep or
from Differential Clone templates, XenServer 5.5 or later is required.



About changing an IP address of a virtual machine server
After connecting a XenServer to a Pool, if the IP address is changed, the
XenServer may not be recognized from the Pool. If you are to change an IP
address of a virtual machine server, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems,
Inc.



About operations on XenCenter
During normal operation, basically, do not operate virtual machine servers or
virtual machines from XenCenter.

For Hyper-V



About name resolution of nodes
Configure a Hyper-V Cluster environment so that a management server can
resolve names of the nodes.
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About a reverse resolution setting of DNS
When registering machine with the IP address, configure the setting to enable
reverse DNS lookup. If reverse DNS lookup is not configured, it will take longer
time to connect to or to operate Hyper-V.



About virtual network names
Virtual machine names in a virtual machine server must not be duplicated.





About a master VM configuration
•

For generation 2 virtual machines in Windows Server 2012 R2, the virtual disk
on which the operating system is installed only connects.to SCSI controllers.
But the position where the virtual disk can connect is not limited. For other
virtual machines, be sure to install the operating system on the virtual disk
connected to IDE0 - 0.

•

Clear the administrator password in operating systems earlier than Windows
Vista.

About a range of MAC address
When creating a lot of virtual machines without the MAC address pool feature,
expand the range of MAC addresses on Hyper-V by avoiding overlap with other
Hyper-Vs. When expanding the range, do not change the first 3 byte. 256
addresses are available by default. The range of MAC addresses can be
configured with Virtual Network Manager on Windows Server 2008 R2 or later.



About live migration in Windows Server 2012
If you intend to perform live migration of non-clustered virtual machine from
SigmaSystemCenter, enable incoming and outgoing live migrations, and configure
live migration to use Kerberos as the authentication protocol. Also, live migration
requires the constrained delegation to be set up.



About file servers in Windows Server 2012
If you intend to use file servers in Windows Server 2012, the file servers must join
Active Directory and have proper security settings to be done.
Also, if you intend to browse or operate a file share of the file server from
SigmaSystemCenter, the management server in which SigmaSystemCenter is
installed must also join Active Directory. And its machine account must have Full
Control permissions for a file share.

For KVM



About name resolution of virtual machine servers
For migration to succeed, configure DNS or /etc/hosts on virtual machine servers
and make sure they can do name-resolution with each other.
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About a datastore name
For a datastore to be recognized as shared, the datastore (KVM storage pool)
must be added by the same name to every host. All the unshared datastores must
have unique names across hosts except those of file system directory type.
Directory-based storage pools with duplicate names between hosts such as
"default" are recognized as unshared.



About a network name
Interface, Network and port group in KVM are all expressed as port group in
SystemProvisioning. To identify each of them, these names should not be
duplicated in a virtual machine server. Also, when executing Move VM, all the
networks which are connected to the virtual machine need to be configured in the
targeted virtual machine by the same name.

1.2.3.

About Setting Up the Virtual Environment (Registering
and Setting Compatible Product to SigmaSystemCenter)
For General Virtual Environment



Configuring the group information of SystemProvisioning when the virtual machine
is registered to DeploymentManager.
When DPM Server setting is configured in a category, a group or a model, a virtual
machine will be automatically registered to DPM Server during allocating new
resources or registering a master machine. If you intend to register a virtual
machine to DPM Server by setting shown above, note the following description
about the information set in the group of SystemProvisioning:
•

The virtual machine is registered to the group in the same layer as the
operation group of SystemProvisioning where the virtual machine belongs to
when it is registered to DPM Server If the group does not exist in DPM Server,
a new group will be created. Because of this, if the group setting information
violates the limit in DPM Server, the registration of the virtual machine fails. So,
you must note the following settings:
-

The group name cannot exceed 64 byte characters.

-

The number of group layer cannot exceed 20.

-

The number of groups cannot exceed 1,000. If you intend to create more
than 1,000 groups, add the registry below to the server which is installed
DeploymentManager and set the upper limit of the number of groups.
Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\
DeploymentManager
Value Name: GroupValue
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Data Type: DWORD
•

You need to configure the first NIC used by a virtual machine as a NIC to
connect DeploymentManager to the network environment.
Be sure to configure the first NIC of the virtual machine to communicate with
the management network of DeploymentManager even for network settings of
the virtual machine settings of the SystemProvisioning operation group.



•

You cannot use the PXE Boot because the Network Boot is not executed
when creating a new virtual machine. As you need to change the Boot Order
either in the BIOS or in the UEFI boot menu of the virtual machine when
creating a new virtual machine, the software distribution that requires a restart
process cannot be executed properly.

•

When creating a new virtual machine, for a name of the virtual machine, see
Subsection 3.5.5, "Register Managed Machine" in DeploymentManager Web
Console Reference guide and check the available characters for the machine
name.

About configuring information when creating a new virtual machine
When creating a new virtual machine from the Web Console, note the following
regarding the information to configure to a group for virtual machines.
•

If you use a Full Clone template, a Differential Clone template for a VMware
environment (except Standalone ESXi), or a Disk Clone template for a
VMware environment (except Standalone ESXi), you can specify only one IP
address to one virtual NIC.

•

When specifying the created virtual machine to join the domain, the virtual
machine needs to be in a network environment that can connect to the
domain.

•

When configuring settings for WINS, you need to specify both Primary and
Secondary WINS. If you specify only Primary WINS, the settings are not
reflected (Only for VMware).

•

Before vSphere 5.0, when you create a virtual machine on which a Linux OS
is installed, you may not change the root password. Although you can enter
the password on the Linux Setting Screen, the setting is not reflected.
In addition, when creating a virtual machine, configure the domain suffix of the
Linux settings.
If you are using Xen, when creating a virtual machine from a Full Clone
template, the information configured for a virtual machine group is not
reflected automatically. After creating a virtual machine, configure the setting
manually.



About specifying an IP address after creating a new virtual machine
Confirm that there are no conflicting IP addresses configured on the same network
when the IP address of a new virtual machine created from a template from the
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Web Console is not the configured IP address (DHCP, etc.). If you configure an IP
address that is not unique in a network, the IP address setting is not configured
properly.


About virtual network settings of a virtual machine server
Configure the same settings for the virtual network settings of all virtual machine
servers.
If a virtual network with the same name as the virtual network information does not
exist on a virtual machine server on which a target virtual machine exists, the
virtual machines cannot be started.



About editing a subsystem of a virtual machine server
When editing a sub system of a virtual machine server, specify a correct user
name and password, or editing fails. Specify the user name and password that are
actually configured to the virtual machine server to edit.

For VMware



When registering or canceling the connection of vCenter Server, execute the
operation after confirming that creating a virtual machine or template is not being
executed.
If you register or cancel the connection while creating a virtual machine or template,
the information is not configured properly.
Also, when registering ESXi as a virtual manager or deleting it, be careful of the
above notes.



Do not register vCenter Server as a subsystem with both IP address and host
name.



If you specify the local account and the domain password when registering
vCenter Server as a subsystem in an environment where the same account name
exists both in a local computer and the domain, the domain account is used.



About ESXi provisioning
The CD-DVD drive may open after ESXi provisioning.



About registration of ESXi
The host name setting of ESXi right after the installation is localhost.localdomain.
Configure a unique host name in SystemProvisioning for ESXi.
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About a network of Model Property Setting
With ESX version 3.5 or later, be sure to configure a network that can be selected
on the window for the virtual network connection to configure on the Network tab
of Model Property Setting.



About a displayed name of VMware ESXi
Even if you registered VMware ESXi to SystemProvisioning with its IP address, the
host name registered to the ESXi is displayed.
If you add ESXi to vCenter Server, the added name is displayed.



About a host profile of Group Property Setting of Windows
Specify the administrator password in the host profile on the Group Property
Setting of Windows. If the password is not correctly specified, creating of a virtual
machine fails.
In addition, the password setting entered into the Group Property Setting is
configured to the Administrator account. The password is not configured to the
user account with administrator privileges created separately.



About customizing Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6
When creating a virtual machine running the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 with
specifying DHCP setting, the domain suffix is not reflected.



About Sysprep answer file
•

When reflecting the machine-specific information using a sample of a Sysprep
answer file of Windows Vista or later, the following folder and the files under
the folder remain:
%WINDIR%\SetUp\Script

•

If you do not configure the product key, delete the ProductKey tag.

•

In the case of importing a Sysprep answer file, the automatic logon setting
below is not reflected, therefore describe it in the Sysprep answer file.
[Automatic logon setting]
Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\PVM\
Provider\VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): AutoLogonSetting (DWORD)
Value: 0 (default value)
-

0: do not logon automatically

-

1: automatically log onto Windows Vista or Windows 7

2: logon automatically
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[How many times automatically logon]
Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\
Provider\VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): AutoLogonCount (DWORD)
Value: 1 (default value)


About Machine Profile
The NIC order which a guest OS recognizes may not correspond with the order
configured in the network setting.



About reflecting of the machine specific information by DeploymentManager
Under the following cases, IP addresses can be reflected up to four NICs. If fixed
IP addresses are configured in five or more NICs in the network setting, the
process of waiting reflection of IP address timeouts.



•

A master parameter file (not Express) is prepared.

•

Any master parameter file does not exist and the guest OS is Windows Vista
or before.

About joining the domain
In the case of joining a virtual machine to the domain using Create and Assign
Machine or Reconfigure (Reconstruct / Revert), specify the domain account of the
host profile including the domain name as follows. If the domain name is not
included, the computer account of the virtual machine may become invalid on the
domain computer of ActiveDirectory.
Domain account@domain name

For Xen



When you register XenServer as a subsystem, you cannot register a XenServer
other than XenServer Pool Master. You cannot register a Slave XenServer to
SigmaSystemCenter. In addition, SigmaSystemCenter does not support a
standalone XenServer.



When registering or canceling the connection of XenServer, execute the operation
after confirming that creating a virtual machine or template is not being executed.
If you register or cancel the connection while creating a virtual machine or template,
the information is not configured properly.



Do not register XenServer as a subsystem with both IP address and host name.
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About a host profile of Group Property Setting of Windows
Specify the administrator password in the host profile on the Group Property
Setting of Windows. If the password is not correctly specified, creating of a virtual
machine fails.
In addition, the password setting entered into the Group Property Setting is
configured to the Administrator account. The password is not configured to the
user account with administrator privileges created separately.



About Resource Pool
In a Xen environment, do not select the number of single core vCPU for each
vCPU. If you do so, the total number of vCPU will be "0."

For Hyper-V



When registering Hyper-V as a virtual manager or deleting Hyper-V registered as a
virtual manager, execute the operations after verifying that virtual machines or
templates are not being created.
If you register or delete subsystems during the process of creating virtual
machines or templates, the information will not be registered or deleted properly.



When registering a Hyper-V Cluster, all the nodes of the cluster must be up and
running.



In the case of handling the power saving operation in a Hyper-V cluster
environment, configure No Majority in the Quorum Configuration. However, the
Current Host Server displayed in the Cluster Manager is not target of the power
saving. The minimum number of running nodes is three by default, which can be
changed from the following registry:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\HyperV
Value Name: NumReserveMachines
Data Type: DWORD
Default Value: 3 (nodes)



If the length of directory path specified in Destination Directory of datastore is too
long, VM creation may fail. In such cases, specify the directory path in shorter
length.



If you want to use a file server to store virtual machines and if you intend to add
Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V as a standalone, use the domain administrator
account to add a VM server.
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You cannot use the account in the Hyper-V Administrators group, which is
introduced in Windows Server 2012 for the purpose of registering Hyper-V to
SigmaSystemCenter. Use the administrator account instead.



Use ssc commands to register a file server as the Windows Server 2012 datastore:
the ssc create datastore to add, the ssc delete datastore to remove respectively.
The example of using the commands is as follows.
ssc create datastore \\f-server1\Share1\ VMServer1 -server
f-server1 -folder Share1
(Enter the command in one line although it is described in two lines in this sample).

1.2.4.



When using a file share to configure a virtual machine in Windows Server 2012,
use the same methods among all file servers to specify. Do not use the multiple
methods to specify the same file server: for example, using just the host name to
specify in one case, using the FQDN or the IP address in others. Also, do not use
IPv6 addresses to specify the file server.



When registering the ISO file to SigmaSystemCenter, place the file in the root of
the datastore. Or create the directory named "ISO" in the root of the fileserver
datastore and place the file in the directory.



When creating the Generation 2 virtual machines which are supported in Windows
Server 2012 R2, use the Generation 2 virtual machines as the Master VMs or
specify efi to vm.hw.firmware in construction parameter setting of machine profile
when creating a vacant VM.

About Setting of Virtual Machine
For General Virtual Environment



About a maximum value of the number of CPUs and memory size
The number of CPUs and memory size that you can configure to a virtual machine
is limited according to your environment. For the details, see the product manuals
of VMware, Inc., Citrix Systems, Inc., and Microsoft Corp.



About fragmentation of a virtual machine
Disable the automated fragmentation of a master VM and virtual machine that is
created from a Differential Clone template to prevent enlargement of differential
information.
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About the sleep mode setting of virtual machines
Disable the sleep mode of master VMs.



About the timeout time for the services of guest OS
If guest OS of a virtual machine is Windows and certain conditions are met such as
the virtual machine server's high load, it takes time to start services on the guest
OS and the services might time out. In such a case, you need to adjust the
following registry value of the guest OS.
Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control
Value (Type): ServicesPipeTimeout (DWORD)
Default value: 30000 (millisecond)

Note: The default value is 30,000 milliseconds. We recommend changing the
default value in the range of about from 90,000 milliseconds to 180,000
milliseconds. Especially in the case of Hyper-V, the Heartbeat service might stop
and the machine startup might fail because of this value setting. Therefore, we
recommend changing this registry value of the master VM.


If the upgrading from SigmaSystemCenter 3.3u1 or before is done, the
construction parameter settings that were specified to a virtual machine before the
upgrading are not displayed on the Edit VM screen of the Virtual view or on the
Create Template screen after the upgrading. However, a virtual machine running
in an operation group can be displayed after the upgrading. To display it, specify
the machine property with the construction parameter settings and click the
Reconfigure to select the Apply Machine Profile.

For VMware



About installation of VMware Tools
Be sure to install VMwareTools after installing a guest OS to a virtual machine. If
you create a new virtual machine in SystemProvisioning from a template created
based on a master VM without VMwareTools installed, the creation of the virtual
machine fails.
For the installation method, see the product manuals of VMware, Inc.



About shared value
If you are using VMware virtual machines, the maximum shared value of CPU that
can be specified in SystemProvisioning is 99999.
If you are using VMware virtual machines, the maximum shared value of memory
that can be specified in SystemProvisioning is 10000.
If you are using VMware virtual machines, the maximum shared value of disk that
can be specified in SystemProvisioning is 4000.
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If you enter a value over the maximum value in each shared value from vSphere
Client, Edit Virtual Machine cannot be handled.


About Snapshot
The topmost snapshot of a snapshot tree needs to be only one.
When there are two or more topmost snapshots in a tree, the disk type may not be
recognized correctly or an incorrect extended disk may appear in the window of
Edit Virtual Machine.



About sharing a virtual disk
One virtual disk cannot be shared between multiple virtual machines in the Edit
Virtual Machine action. If it is shared, one of the virtual machines will be prevented
from starting itself.
If you intend to share a virtual disk, set the type of SCSI bus sharing for a virtual
machine to either "Virtual" or "Physical" in advance in the SCSI controller
configuration on vCenter Server.



About the bandwidth control on the network
The traffic shaping can be configured to a virtual NIC connected to a distributed
switch. To configure, enable the Traffic Shaping Policy option of Port Group
Override Settings of Distributed Virtual Port Groups..
Also, when configuring the bandwidth control on multiple virtual machines, you can
configure the feature in the distributed port groups and connect with the virtual
machines, not configuring to a virtual NIC.



About the disk resource control
For the share value and limit value of a virtual disk, the setting supports vSphere
5.5 or later.
To enable the disk resource control, you need to set the control of a storage IO in
which the virtual disk is configured enabled. Refer to the fallowing URL, confirm
whether the control of a storage IO is activated or not.
http://kb.vmware.com/kb/1022091

For Xen



About installation of XenServer Tools
When you create a virtual machine with Xen, be sure to install XenServer Tools
after installing a Guest OS. The virtual machine without the XenServer Tools
installed may fail the operations, including the power operation.
For the installation method, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.
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About boot order of virtual machine
Ensure to set a disk upper than a NIC on the boot order of a virtual machine. If not,
operations on the virtual machine, such as power operation or move, may fail.



About Edit Virtual Machine
The minimum value of the memory size is different depending on guest OS of
virtual machines. If you input a value under the minimum value in the Memory Size
box and execute Edit Virtual Machine, the inputted value will be converted to the
minimum value.
For information about the minimum value of guest OS's memory size, see the
product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.



About setting CPU and memory
CPU Reservation, CPU Limit, Memory Share, Memory Reservation, or Memory
Limit cannot be configured.



About Setting IP address
For a Xen virtual machine created from a Full Clone template, as an IP address
configured from the Web Console are not reflected, configure an IP address to a
virtual machine manually.

For Hyper-V



About installation of Integration Services
When you create a virtual machine in the Hyper-V environment, install the
Integration Services after installing Guest OS (if your OS version is Windows Vista
or later, and Integration Service is required to be updated, update Integration
Service).
For the installation method, see the product manuals of Microsoft Corporation.



About CPU share
SigmaSystemCenter displays ten times a CPU share value that is configured in
Hyper-V as the CPU share. The maximum value which can be configured in
Hyper-V is 10000. However, the maximum value cannot be configured in
SigmaSystemCenter.



About CPU Limit
SigmaSystemCenter changes a CPU limit value as follows and display it
(A value configured in Hyper-V / 100). * The number of CPU on a virtual machine *
A clock frequency (MHz) of a virtual machine server.
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About memory setting
If you intend to use the dynamic memory feature, provide the larger value to the
Memory Limit than the value of the Memory Size. If you do not use the dynamic
memory feature, provide the same value to Memory Limit with the value of Memory
Size.



About virtual disk share
Virtual disks cannot be configured sharing on SigmaSystemCenter. But you can
configure it in Hyper-V manager by select the Enable virtual hard disk sharing
checkbox in Advanced Features of SCSI Controller.



About the bandwidth management on the network
The traffic shaping can be configured to a virtual NIC connected to a virtual switch.
Also, when configuring the bandwidth management on multiple virtual NICs, you
can configure it not to a virtual NIC, but to the port groups and it will be applied to
the all virtual NICs which are belonging to the port group.
Bandwidth management is supported in Windows Server 2012 or later
Legacy network adapter does not support the management.



About the Storage Quality of Service
Windows Server 2012 R2 or later supports the configuration of a reserved value
and limit value of the virtual disk.
Storage Quality of Service cannot be configured to the sharing virtual disk.



About configuration in Windows Server 2012
SigmaSystemCenter does not support the following Windows Server 2012
Hyper-V features:



•

The Hyper-V Replica feature

•

The virtual Fibre Channel adapter feature

•

The single root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV)

About starting the virtual machine whose operating system cannot be observed
When you start the virtual machine whose operating system information has never
been observed by SigmaSystemCenter, it terminates correctly with the Warning
output. This case applies to a virtual machine on which no operating system has
been installed, or a virtual machine on which Integration Services has not been
installed.
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1.2.5.

About Operations on Virtual Machine Server
For General Virtual Environment



Notes on shutting down or rebooting a virtual machine server
If you are going to shut down or reboot a virtual machine server, be sure to confirm
virtual machines are not running on the virtual machine server in advance. If virtual
machines are running on the virtual machine server, you cannot operate the virtual
machines after the operation because the virtual machines stop.



About changing usage of a virtual machine server
You cannot execute Change Machine Usage to a virtual machine server running in
a group in a model which type is VM Server to a group in a model which type is
Physical.



About moving a virtual machine server
If you move an active virtual machine server in an operation group to other
datacenter, the new datacenter and the datacenter that you configured to VM
Server model of the operation group does not match; therefore, do not move a
virtual machine in such situation.



About capacity display of Datastore List
The Datastore list is not updated automatically after creating a virtual machine or
creating a template.



About Register Master Machine, Allocate Resource, Replace Machine, and
Change Machine Usage
In the case of executing Allocate Resource, Replace Machine, or Change Machine
Usage of a virtual machine server without executing Register Master Machine or
specifying a scenario to install an operating system, configure the same host
setting as the information (host name and IP address) of the already installed
operating system. If they do not correspond, the operations may fail.



About operating a virtual machine server that has dependencies
•

When the stopped virtual machine server which depends on other machines
needs to be started as the destination for virtual machines in executing the
"Failover", "Apply placement rules", or "Apply placement information"
operations, the machines on which the destination virtual machine server
depends are not started automatically even though the conjunction operation
is enabled. If the dependee machines have been stopped, the operation fails
because the virtual machine server selected as the destination for virtual
machines cannot be started.
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•

In executing the "Apply placement rules" or "Apply placement information"
operations, the virtual machine that depends on other machines is not started
after it is moved. Because of this, you cannot use those operations for the
purpose of failover of the virtual machines that depend on other machines.

•

If a virtual machine server depends on a virtual machine, the virtual machine
server and the virtual machine cannot be stopped at the same time (they also
cannot be stopped by conjunction operation). You need to stop the virtual
machine server first, disable the conjunction operation next, and then stop the
dependee virtual machine.

•

When a virtual machine server is stopped, it works as if each virtual machine
on the virtual machine server has an implicit dependency to the virtual
machine server. So, if the virtual machine server depends on virtual machines,
they might fall into the state which has circulated dependencies according to
the combination of the dependency settings and the placement of virtual
machines. In this case, you cannot stop the virtual machine server and the
virtual machines. You need to resolve the circulated dependencies by
changing the dependency settings and the placement of virtual machines, to
stop the virtual machine server and the virtual machine.

•

The failover operation for the virtual machine server may not start some virtual
machines that have the EQ rule if dependencies have been set between
virtual machines and if multiple virtual machine servers have failure status.
If there is a virtual machine that meets the following conditions, start it
manually after failover of the virtual machine server.
-

The virtual machine depends on some of the virtual machines that have
the EQ rules.

-

There is a virtual machine that depends on both target virtual machine
and one of the following:
▪ Physical machine
▪ Virtual machine server that depends on other machines
▪ The virtual machine server that runs on a different group or model from
the source virtual machine server, and virtual machines that run on such
virtual machine server.



Unsealing processing for emergency host in VM Evacuation operation
When an emergency host is configured, this emergency host may be opened if any
power operation is performed manually or externally on the emergency host during
VM Evacuation process. To operate a virtual machine on the emergency host
during VM Evacuation process, set the target virtual machine to the Maintenance
Mode.



About auto-startup of virtual machines at startup of virtual machine servers
When executed startup operation of multiple virtual machine servers, auto-startup
of virtual machines may fail rarely if they meet the following conditions.
•

There are virtual machines related by an EQ/NE rule or a dependency setting,
and their auto-startup settings are enabled. Furthermore, they are dispersed
on the multiple target virtual machine servers.
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•

There are virtual machines other than above ones on the target virtual
machine server, and their auto-startup settings are also enabled.

For VMware



About the power operation of ESX
When executing the power operation to an ESX managed by both
DeploymentManager and vCenter Server, the ESX must be in the connect status
in vCenter Server. If the status of the ESX is disconnected, the power operation
fails due to the time out.



About Delete VM Server of ESX
If deleting a virtual machine server in a cluster fails, the virtual machine server can
remain on vCenter Server in the disconnected status.
In a vSphere 5.0 or later environment, a Full Clone template automatically moves
to another ESX server. The destination ESX server cannot be selected.



About recovery process of ESX
If you execute the recovery (failover) process to ESX that is managed in vCenter
Server, the ESX may be disconnected.



About Allocate Resource, Replace Machine, and Change Machine Usage of ESXi
If DataCenter is not set for a VM Server Model in an environment managing ESXi,
starting up a virtual machine server after Allocate Resource, Replace Machine, or
Change Machine Usage of ESXi fails. In addition, in Replace Machine of
disconnected ESXi, startup of the ESXi may not be waited.



About LUN
If you add a LUN (disk volume) to ESX or you remove a LUN (disk volume) from
ESX, update the LUN (disk volume) information of ESX by using the ssc scan
datastore command.

For Xen



About the power operation of XenServer Pool Master
Do not restart or shut down XenServer Pool Master from SystemProvisioning. If
you execute the operation, you cannot execute operations to a Xen virtual
machine or Xen virtual machine server from SystemProvisioning until XenServer
Pool Master starts up.
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About addition of XenServer
•

If XenServer to add has a virtual machine, do not add the XenServer with Add
VM Server. If you do, the information of the virtual machine that exists on the
added XenServer may not be collected properly.

•

You cannot add XenServer of XenServer Pool Master.

•

Do not add a XenServer which has a network other than the default network.

About deletion of XenServer
A virtual machine that used to belong to deleted XenServer remains on XenCenter.
In this case, delete the machine from XenCenter.



About datastore usage
If a powered OFF XenServer exists in DataCenter, datastore usage may not be
reduced although virtual machines are deleted and collection is executed.



About releasing all the settings that were applied to a XenServer when Allocate
Machine was executed.
To release all the settings that were applied to a XenServer when Allocate
Machine was executed, delete the target XenServer from DataCenter using
XenServer in advance and shut the target XenServer down. After that, execute
Collection.



Machine diagnostics
The disk diagnostic for XenServer by Slave cannot determine its normal condition.
So the Disk connection status of the detail of the hardware status becomes
"Unknown", not "Normal".

For Hyper-V



About changing configuration of CSV
If you added, renamed or deleted CSV in a Hyper-V Cluster environment, execute
Collect operation on the cluster to update the information.



About creating datastore
When creating a datastore in the Hyper-V environment, only the form that specifies
the disk by Unique ID is supported. The other styles are not supported. A disk must
be recognized by Hyper-V before creating a datastore. To have Hyper-V recognize
a disk, run the ssc scan datastore command.
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1.2.6.

About Template
For General Virtual Environment



About re-creating a template
In SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 2, the VM optimized creation feature is
improved.
If you create a virtual machine with the VM Server is selected automatically check
box on the Create and Assign Machine selected, a template created in
SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 or SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 1 needs to be
re-created.
If the template is a Full Clone template, you do not need to re-create the template.
For details of the functionality if The VM Server is selected automatically is
selected, see Subsection 1.7.3, "Activating Machine / Create and Assign Machine
(Virtual Machine)" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference Guide.



About account
A template account is succeeded to virtual machines.
Delete unnecessary master VM accounts before creating templates.
In addition, if you are using Windows Vista, the Administrator account is invalid.
Do not delete all accounts that have administrator rights.



About the VM name of the master VM and image name
The VM name of the master VM and image name which is specified to create
templates for Differential Clone and Disk Clone cannot include spaces since
SigmaSystemCenter 3.0.
Although spaces can still remain in their name of the existing templates and
images, the names of newly created master VMs and images cannot include any
space.



About the image
If the template contains only one image, you cannot delete that image.



About the VM mode setting
When enabling the VM mode in creating a template with Differential Clone or Disk
Clone or in creating an image for a template, note the following points:
•

The VM mode is supported only Windows Server 2012 or Windows 8. So do
not enable it in other operating systems.
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•

The fixed IP addresses are not reflected to images created with the VM mode
enabled when reflecting the machine-specific information. Do not enable the
VM mode if you want to reflect the fixed IP addresses.

For VMware



About registering a template
Once ESX is deleted from VMware vCenter Server, the template cannot be
referenced even if the ESX is connected again. In this case, a message, indicating
that the template cannot be found in the Operation log appears when creating a
virtual machine.
To recover the situation, register a template with the same name as the template
created previously on the Datastore browser.



About a template name
If you are using VMware, configure a unique template name in Datacenter.
You can specify up to 80 alphanumeric characters, "-", and "_" for a template
name.



About a Disk Clone template in a vCenter Server environment
The method of Disk Clone has been changed from SigmaSystemCenter 3.0.
DeploymentManager executed Sysprep or prepared automatic execution of
Sysprep on a master VM for Disk Clone which was created in SigmaSystemCenter
3.0 or before, the master VM cannot be used as a Disk Clone template in
SigmaSystemCenter 3.0.
Release Sysprep of the master VM by following the procedure below:
•

•

For a master VM on which Sysprep was executed
1.

Prepare a master parameter file on DeploymentManager because
reflecting of machine specific information will be monitored when a
master VM starts up.

2.

Start up the master VM to customize it.

3.

Create a Disk Clone template from the customized master VM by
reference to Subsection 4.4.10, "Disk Clone" in NEC
SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference Guide.

For a master VM on which automatic execution of Sysprep was prepared
1.

Start up the master VM.

2.

Delete C:\Sysprep folder.

3.

Create a Disk Clone template from the customized master VM by
reference to Subsection 4.4.10, "Disk Clone" in NEC
SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference Guide.
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For KVM



About re-creating templates
When SigmaSystemCenter is upgraded from SigmaSystemCenter 3.0, the KVM
templates which are created in SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 and have master disks of
"RAW" type should be re-created.

1.2.7.

About Operations to Virtual Machine
For General Virtual Environment



About operation to virtual machines or virtual machine servers in the Maintenance
Mode
If the maintenance status of a virtual machine or virtual machine server is in ON,
do not execute operations, such as move or add to the virtual machine or virtual
machine server. If you execute the operation, the system may not operate
normally.



About operation to virtual machines in the Suspend status
If you operate a virtual machine with operations, such as adding or moving the
machine, make sure to resume "Suspend" status with a starting operation from the
Web Console in advance.
If the power status of the virtual machine is in "Suspend", the machine may not
operate normally due to the failure of the power operation.



About shutting down or restarting a newly created virtual machine
If you create a virtual machine from the Web Console, and when you need to shut
down or restart the virtual machine, confirm that the IP address setting is
configured properly on a guest operating system of the virtual machine, and then
shut down or restart the virtual machine.
If you shut down or restart a newly created virtual machine when the IP address
setting, which is configured in the background, is not completed, the IP address
setting is not configured properly.



About shutting down a virtual machine
When you shut down a virtual machine from SystemProvisioning, if the machine is
in the following condition; if the machine is locked by a screen saver with a
password, or if there is editing data or an application that does not respond to shut
down request, the shutdown request is timed out and the machine is forced to
power off.
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About automatic startup after moving a virtual machine
When you move a virtual machine, if you select the Auto ON check box on the
Move Virtual Machine window of the Web Console, or if you use the command to
move a virtual machine (ssc migrate machine, ssc move machine) and do not
specify the /n option, the virtual machine is started automatically after the move. In
addition, the suspend status is released.



About moving a virtual machine with placement rules
The commands to move a virtual machine (ssc migrate machine, ssc move
machine) cannot move multiple virtual machines at one time. This means that you
need to ignore the placement rules by specifying the -ignorerule option and move
a virtual machine one by one if you want to move the active virtual machines with
the EQ rule. Note that the Pin rule is also ignored in this case.





Conditions to execute Allocate Machine to a virtual machine host
•

If a type of a template registered to the software setting of a model or a group
is Disk Clone or Differential Clone other than vCenter Server management,
you cannot execute Allocate Machine to the host.

•

Register a template to the Software Setting of group, host or model to register.
In addition, if a template to register is a Full Clone template or Differential
Clone template with its OS type is Windows, a correct product key of an OS
license needs to be set depending on the type of OS (e.g. OS that does not
support KMS license authentication). If you do not set this setting, Allocate
Machine fails (For only VMware and Xen).

•

Clear the administrator password of a virtual machine to register. If you do not
clear the password, information configured on the Administrator Password on
the OS Setting tab of the Group Property Setting is not reflected to the virtual
machine.

About Windows Vista Guest
•

If you execute Create and Assign Machine using a template with a fixed IP
address configured, multiple IP addresses may be assigned to a virtual NIC of
a newly created virtual machine.
Configure the DHCP setting to a virtual NIC of a template.

•

If you execute Allocate Machine using a template with a fixed IP address
configured, multiple IP addresses may be assigned to a virtual NIC of newly
created virtual machines.
Configure the DHCP setting to a virtual NIC of a virtual machine before
executing Allocate Machine.
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•

If you execute Create and Assign Machine or Allocate Machine of virtual
machines in a group to which multiple virtual NICs are configured, Default
Gateway is configured to only one virtual NIC.
Configure other virtual NICs that are not configured Default Gateway
manually.

•

Reflecting the machine specific information when allocating a resource is
allowed to execute once.
If you start a virtual machine to which you executed Allocate Machine in a
group again, use Register Master Machine.

•

An administrator account of a newly created virtual machine is invalid.
Do not delete all accounts that have administrator rights from a template.

•



When you execute Create and Assign machine, and when you make a virtual
machine to participate in a domain, if the NIC number is only one, you may not
be able to execute the operation. If you do, add two or more NICs to the virtual
machine.

About a virtual machine name of a virtual machine created in SystemProvisioning
When you create a virtual machine in a group by Create and Assign Machine, if
you select The VM Server is selected automatically, the virtual machine name is
determined by SystemProvisioning automatically.
The virtual machine name becomes the same name of its host. If the name is used
by other virtual machine, the characters "_x" are added to the host name. An
integer starting from one is applied to x. If the virtual machine with the name with
"_1" at the end already exists, a machine with a name with an integer that one is
added to the previous number, such as "_2", is added.



About Create and Assign Machine for a virtual machine using a HW Profile Clone
template
When executing Create and Assign Machine on a standalone ESXi, if there is a
virtual machine that is used as a source image of a HW Profile Clone template on
the shared disk, and the virtual machine is ON, Create and Assign Machine fails.



About replacing and changing usage of a virtual machine
You cannot execute Replace Machine or Change Machine Usage to a virtual
machine.



About a snapshot of a replica VM

Replica VMs are created under the names with "Frozen-Replica." When creating
additional snapshots, do not create them in the same layer. If you execute Create
and Assign Machine of Differential Clone virtual machines under the condition that
two or more snapshots are created in the same layer, unintended virtual machines
might be created.
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About reconfiguration of a virtual machine created with Differential Clone
If a virtual machine created from a Differential Clone template is reconfigured, the
machine profile setting of the system disk is ignored.



About VM Clone
A virtual machine created with replica VM cannot be used for VM Clone.
When cloning the virtual machine which has been created with Differential Clone,
the parent-child relationship between the virtual machine and the replica VM is lost
and the virtual machine which has no differential disks is created with being
independent from the replica VM. VM Clone from the virtual machine which has
been created using Differential Clone is not supported in the Xen or KVM
environment.



About Reconstruct / Revert
Reconstruct or Revert fails if the space of the datastore where the system disk of
the virtual machine exists is less than the size of the system disk.



About Delete Virtual Machine and releasing all the settings of a virtual machine
When a virtual machine is being deleted from an operation group and the virtual
machine server to which the virtual machine is registered is powered OFF, the
virtual machine server is started up.
If a policy with the power saving event is applied to the virtual machine server, the
virtual machine server is shut down after the power saving event happens.
In other cases, shut down the virtual machine server after deleting the virtual
machine if the virtual machine server is started up.



Disconnected virtual disks
If you disconnected the virtual disk in the Edit Virtual Machine, or you did not
delete the disk information in "Delete VM" the virtual disk is disconnected from the
virtual machine, and the virtual disk stays on the datastore without being removed.
You can browse the disconnected virtual disk from a datastore browser of the Web
console or by using commands.
Use the following methods to identify the name of the disconnected virtual disk.
•

VMware
1.

Identify the datastore name and the name of the disconnected virtual disk
in the operation log.
Logging example)
Update status: (80%) : Disconnect the virtual disk 'SAN 1
VM1/VM1.vmdk' from the virtual machine 'VM1'.
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•

2.

Connect to vCenter Server through vSphere Client, select Home Inventory - Datastore.

3.

Right-click the datastore 'SAN1' which you have identified in the step 1,
and select Browse Datastore.

4.

The virtual disk is displayed on the file path you viewed in the step 1 on
the Datastore Browser.

Xen
1.

Identify the datastore name and UUID of the disconnected virtual disk in
the operation log.
Logging example)
Update status: (80%) : Disconnect the virtual disk 'SAN 1
c9d0b592-7444-4cc3-bc44-8094c9dab803' from the virtual machine
'VM1'.

2.

Open the console window of Xen PoolMaster on XenCenter, and then
name the virtual disk using the following command.
Example)
xe vdi-param-set
uuid="c9d0b592-7444-4cc3-bc44-8094c9dab803"
name-label="VM1-SystemDisk"
Specify the UUID, which you have identified at the step
1, to uuid.
Specify the unique name to name-label.

•

3.

In Xen Center, select the datastore 'SAN1', which you have identified at
the step 1, to open the Storage tab.

4.

The virtual disk name 'VM1-SystemDisk', which you have named at the
step 2, can be viewed on the 'name' of the virtual disk list.

Hyper-V
1.

Identify the path name and the file name of the disconnected virtual disk
in the operation log.
Logging example)
Update status: (43%): Disconnect the virtual disk 'cluster01
C:\ClusterStorage\Volume2\vm01\vm01-0001.vhd' from the virtual
machine 'vm01'.

2.

You can make sure that the file exists in the logged path on the cluster or
the virtual machine server.
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About Release Resource of virtual machines
When execute Release Resource of virtual machine from its operation group, if
you select "Release machine without taking apart it", the virtual machine is not
removed from DeploymentManager. The virtual machine remains to be registered
in DeploymentManager even though you remove the virtual machine later in the
Virtual view. If unnecessary, remove the virtual machine through the Web console
of DeploymentManager.



About the existing disk applied to a machine profile
If a machine profile is configured base on the existing disk, the virtual disk setting
when the existing disk is configured is applied. The machine profile is not updated
when you move a virtual disk or when a virtual disk is moved by executing Storage
Migration. If you moved the virtual disk, configure its machine profile again.



About connecting an existing disk
The Edit Virtual Machine screen does not display a differential disk. It displays a
disk body of the differential disk instead. Because of this, the Edit Virtual Machine
may display the type of the main virtual disk based on whether it is a system disk
or an extended disk and it may not able to display the connected disk even though
the "Diff Clone"-typed virtual disk is connected to a system disk or an extended
disk.
When you add a virtual disk whose type is "Diff Clone" to a virtual machine, add
"Sys" to a system disk, "Ext" to an extended disk respectively.
Also, one virtual disk cannot be shared between multiple virtual machines (Except
for the case of Hyper-V).



About operating a virtual machine that has dependencies
•

When the stopped virtual machine server which depends on other machines
needs to be started as the destination for virtual machines in executing the
start or restart operations, the machines on which the destination virtual
machine server depends are not started automatically even though the
conjunction operation is enabled. If the dependee machines have been
stopped, the operation fails because the virtual machine server selected as
the destination for virtual machines cannot be started.

•

When the virtual machines and the virtual machine servers which depend on
virtual machines are started or restarted at the same time, the virtual machine
servers are not selected as the destination for the virtual machines.

•

The "Migrate with Suspend (Quick Migration)" or "Move with Shutdown
(Move)" operations cannot move the virtual machine that is depended on by
other machine. If you need to move that virtual machine after it is stopped,
execute Suspend or Shutdown of the virtual machine before executing move
of it.
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For VMware



Migration of SystemProvisioning is corresponding to migration with VMotion of
VMware, Inc. Also, Migration or Move of SystemProvisioning from the power OFF
state is corresponding to migration of VMware, Inc.



Conditions for moving a virtual machine
•

If you are going to move a powered ON virtual machine
When using Migration / Storage Migration, an original virtual machine server
and a new virtual machine server are required in the state of sharing the SAN.
In addition, other conditions, such as a license, HW configuration, virtual
machine configuration, need to be met.
For the details, see the product manuals of VMware, Inc.

•

If you are going to move a powered OFF virtual machine
If you are using VMware, when you move virtual machines between virtual
machine servers, the virtual machine server configuration and virtual machine
configuration need to be met.
For the details, see the product manuals of VMware, Inc.

•

To move an active virtual machine with Migration / Storage Migration, the
machine needs to meet the conditions for VMotion of vCenter Server, and
VMotion license and the SAN environment are required. See the product
manuals of VMware, Inc. for the details.

•

A virtual machine created with Differential Clone and a replica of a Differential
Clone template cannot be handled with Storage Migration / Move.

•

A virtual machine created with Differential Clone and a replica of a Differential
Clone template cannot move over datacenters.

•

When a floppy disk image existing on an unshared datastore is mounted to a
virtual machine, Migration of the virtual machine cannot be executed.
If the ISO file on an unshared datastore is mounted, it will be unmounted by
executing Move VM.

•

A failover of a virtual machine with a virtual NIC that uses a distribution switch
changes ports on the distribution switch that the virtual NIC is using. This
deletes all the settings for VLANs and bandwidth control if they are set per
port. If you want to keep the settings for a VLAN and bandwidth control, set
them per switch or per port group.
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About Failover
During Failover of a VMware virtual machine, if an original ESX is recovered, the
virtual machine may be returned to the original virtual machine server. In this case,
the virtual machine information in SystemProvisioning and the virtual machine
information in vCenter Server become inconsistent; however, you can make the
information consistent by executing the power operation to the target virtual
machine from SystemProvisioning.
Failover does not support moving virtual machines over DataCenter.



About operations to a virtual machine created in the Differential Clone method
•

If you are going to delete a virtual machine created in the Differential Clone
method
When deleting a virtual machine that was created by Differential Clone on
Standalone ESXi, you cannot delete a virtual disk that was shared with the
virtual machine. Therefore, the virtual disk will remain even if the virtual
machine is deleted. In this case, delete the virtual disk from the Datastore
browser of vSphere Client or on ESX.

•



You cannot use VMware Consolidated Backup (VCB) to a master VM and
virtual machine that is created from a Differential Clone template. Stop the
virtual machine and back up files configured on a VMFS directly.

If you are going to allocate a resource to a virtual machine on standalone ESXi
You need to configure the DPM Server box on the property setting located on the
General tab of the DPM Server of the category to create, a group, or a model.
When using HW Profile Clone, a HW Profile Clone template and a
DeploymentManager's scenario to distribute OS require to be registered on the
Software tab located on the property setting of any of a model to create, a group,
or a host.



About display of differential disk capacity
Differential disk capacity is not displayed accurately in a VMware Infrastructure 3
environment or in ESXi.



About execution conditions for reconfiguration
Difference disk capacity might not be obtained accurately in a VMware
Infrastructure 3 environment or in ESXi. In this case, Reconfigure might not work
even if the difference disk usage matches the execution condition of Reconfigure.



About reflecting of the machine specific information during Reconfigure
If you do not register DeploymentManager, reflecting of the machine specific
information that is executed in the process of Reconfigure might not be completed
at the time when Reconfigure is complete.
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About deleting a virtual machine
Refer to virtual disks of other virtual machines, if snapshots are created, a virtual
machine cannot be deleted.





About VM Clone
•

Thick type is used in a Standalone ESXi environment regardless of the type of
the virtual disk of the clone origin.

•

If the same name network as the network where the virtual machine of the
clone origin is not configured on the virtual machine server to create the virtual
machine, the created virtual machine's network is disconnected. Edit the
virtual machine after creating the virtual machine to set the virtual machine's
network properly.

About editing a virtual machine
•

In a VI3 environment, the virtual disk size of a virtual machine with a snapshot
cannot be changed. If the virtual machine is in powered OFF state, the
operation ends normally. If the virtual machine is in powered ON state, the
operation fails with the following error:
Failed to edit Virtual Machine. A general system error
occurred: Internal Error

•

If a snapshot or a Differencing type virtual disk created with Differential Clone
cannot be edited.

•

When the type of a virtual disk is changed, vCenter Server might not
reconfigure the virtual disk type properly.

•

In a VI3 environment, the type of a virtual disk cannot be changed.

•

Even if the Independent mode is selected for the Differencing type virtual disk
created with Differential Clone, it is not displayed as the Independent mode in
the Edit Virtual Machine window.

•

If the usage of a virtual disk is different from the actual value, execute the
power operation for the virtual machine or the virtual machine server, and then
execute Collect.

•

Virtual NIC cannot be registered to a powered OFF virtual machine in a
standalone environment.

•

Edit Virtual Machine fails if a value over 1,000,000 is set for the CPU Share of
vCenter Server.

•

If a value as follows is set for the CPU Share, the value set in
SigmaSystemCenter and the value set in vCenter Server may be different:
-

•

A value cannot be divided by the number of CPU

Edit Virtual Machine fails if a value over 1,000,000 is set for the Memory Share
of vCenter Server.
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•

If a value as follows is set for the Memory Share, the value set in
SigmaSystemCenter and the value set in vCenter Server may be different:
-

A value cannot be divided by the memory size

-

A value cannot be divided by 100

•

In a standalone environment where ESXi is 4.1 Update1, values of Share,
Reservation, Limit of CPU or memory are not set.

•

A virtual machine cannot be powered ON if a value over the number of CPU
allowed in the license is set.

•

Even if a virtual disk of a virtual machine is disconnected or deleted, an
extended disk of a snapshot is displayed on the Edit Virtual Machine window.

•

A virtual disk mode cannot be changed in the state of powered ON.

•

If the system disk is not displayed in Edit Virtual Machine window, edit it
through vCenter Server.

•

Mounted VMware Tools is unmounted. VMware Tools specified in the optical
drive information is first unmounted, then remounted.

•

VMware Tools is displayed as "-" in the optical drive information even though it
is mounted.

•

The "Use the existing disk" option for an extend disk does not support the
mapped virtual disk with Raw Device Mapping (RDM). Do not use the RDM
virtual disk.

•

When the differential disk (A-00001.vmdk) is connected to the extended disk
by the "Use the existing disk" option, the type of the main virtual disk cannot
be identified. Because of this, the virtual disk may not appear on the Edit
Virtual Machine screen. In this case, you must merge the differential disk and
the main virtual disk. Perform the following procedure to do so:
1.

Create a snapshot for the virtual machine.

2.

Delete the created snapshot.

By performing the procedure above, the unnecessary differential disk is
removed and only the main virtual disk remains.
•

When the disk type is changed from Thin to Thick, the following error
message may be displayed on another window. In this case, click OK. Then
the processing is continued to complete the change of type.
Failed to edit Virtual Machine. A general system error
occurred: Internal Error



About reconfiguring a virtual machine
•

The information of the system disk of a machine profile is not reflected in
reconfiguring the virtual machine created with Differential Clone. It is the same
for a virtual machine taken a snapshot.
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•

If the virtual machine created by Disk Clone is required to be reconfigured, the
virtual machine server which includes the virtual machine should be allowed to
access to the datastore which contains replicas.
If it is not allowed to access, this operation fails.



About creating a virtual machine (template)
If the same name network as the network which is being used by the Full Clone
template is not configured on the virtual machine server to create the virtual
machine, the created virtual machine's network is disconnected. Edit the virtual
machine after creating the virtual machine to set the virtual machine's network
properly.
You must use other virtual NICs than E1000, or enable the Wake On LAN setting
for the virtual NIC if you intend to perform HW Profile Clone on the virtual machine
which uses the UEFI firmware.
If you create a virtual machine, which is Windows Server 2008 or later, using a
template with a fixed IP address configured, multiple IP addresses may be
assigned to a virtual NIC of newly created virtual machines. Configure the DHCP
setting to a virtual NIC template.



About Create and Assign Machine
If a virtual machine is created by handling Create and Assign Machine, the virtual
machine being created is displayed as in the state that virtual NIC is disconnected
in the Virtual view. However, it has no influence on the process of Create and
Assign Machine. After completing creating the virtual machine, the virtual NIC is in
the state of connected.

For Xen



You cannot use Move on a Xen virtual machine.



Migration (from the state of powered ON) of SystemProvisioning is corresponding
to XenMotion of Citrix Systems, Inc.



About shutting down a Xen virtual machine
There is a case that you cannot shut down a Xen virtual machine right after
restarting the virtual machine. In that case, wait for a moment, and try again.



About the power operation of Xen virtual machine
Be sure to execute the power operation to a Xen virtual machine created from
SystemProvisioning by Create VM (Template) at least once. If not, you cannot
execute the power operation to the virtual machine from XenCenter.
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About Machine Profile
In a Xen environment, all the following settings are unnecessary:
•

•

•

CPU information's
-

CPU Reservation

-

CPU Limit

Memory information's
-

Memory Share

-

Memory Reservation

-

Memory Limit

Disk information's
-

Type

-

Mode

Even if the above parameters are set in a machine profile, they are ignored.
In addition, the maximum number of virtual NIC is seven in a Xen environment. If
over seven NICs are set, the settings after virtual NIC#8 are ignored.




About editing a virtual machine
•

CPU Reservation or CPU Limit is not changed

•

The size of a disk cannot be changed. The disk size is settable only when
adding an extended disk to the virtual machine.

•

Virtual NIC cannot be disconnected.

•

Seven virtual NICs or over cannot be set.

•

The "Use the existing disk" option is not supported.

About reconfiguring a virtual machine
All the following settings are not changed:
•

•

•

CPU information's
-

CPU Reservation

-

CPU Limit

Memory information's
-

Memory Share

-

Memory Reservation

-

Memory Limit

Disk information's
-

Type

-

Mode
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The disk size is enabled only when adding an extended disk to the virtual machine.
If an extended disk already exists, the disk size is not changed.
In addition, seven virtual NICs or over cannot be set.


Conditions for moving a virtual machine
•

If you are going to move a powered ON virtual machine
When using XenMotion, configure an original virtual machine server and a
new virtual machine server in the same Pool and the virtual machine servers
to use a shared disk.
For the details, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.

•

If you are going to move a powered OFF virtual machine
If you are using Xen, you need to configure virtual machine servers in the
same Pool. In addition, other conditions, such as the virtual machine server
configuration and virtual machine configuration need to be met.
For the details, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.
In addition, after moving a virtual machine, the display on
SigmaSystemCenter and that of XenCenter may not match; however, you can
make them match by starting the virtual machine from SigmaSystemCenter.



Duplicating virtual machines from a template
If you create a Xen virtual machine from a Full Clone template, although you can
select a Datastore to which a template is not stored, select a Datastore to which a
template is stored.
Duplication fails if you select a Datastore to which a template is not stored. See the
product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc. for more details.
In addition, when using a template that a XenServer has, create virtual disks and
virtual NICs manually on virtual machines from XenCenter.



You cannot execute Allocate Resource to Xen virtual machines. To start a Xen
virtual machine, execute Register Master Machine or Create and Assign Machine.



About specifying virtual NIC when creating a new virtual machine
If you are using a Xen virtual machine created from a Full Clone template, as an IP
address configured from the Web Console are not reflected, configure an IP
address to a virtual machine manually.



About parallel execution of operations
If you execute Create and Assign Machine, Create Template, or Create VM
(Template) and other operation in parallel, the operations can fail with a timeout
error. This is caused by an action of Xen to make a following process wait. If
operations fail, execute the operations again.
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About display of virtual disk usage
The same value is displayed for the disk usage value and for the disk size value of
a virtual machine that is on LVM-based storage.



About size of an extended disk
An added extended disk size might be bigger than the configured size.



About the Create VM feature
The Install OS Manually option is not available in the Xen virtual machines.



About the optical drive management
The optical drive management is not available in the Xen virtual machines.



About importing or exporting a virtual machine
The Xen virtual machines cannot be imported or exported.

For Hyper-V



VM Migration of SystemProvisioning is corresponding to Live migration of Hyper-V
if VM is running. And it is corresponding to Move VM to another node if VM is off.



If you are going to allocate a virtual machine on Hyper-V
You need to configure the DPM Server box on the property setting located on the
General tab of the DPM Server, a group, or a model of the category to create.
When using HW Profile Clone, a HW Profile Clone template and a
DeploymentManager's scenario to distribute OS require to be registered on the
Software tab located on the property setting of any of a model, a group, or a host
to create.



About Machine Profile
Up to 8 NICs can be used in the Hyper-V environment. If you configure to use
more than eight NICs, the configuration for the virtual NIC #9 or later is ignored.





About editing a virtual machine
•

You cannot set up more than 9 NICs in the NIC setting.

•

You cannot edit a virtual machine if its virtual disk size equals to or exceeds
2TB (As for a "vhdx" virtual disk of Windows Server 2012 or later, the upper
limit of the virtual disk size becomes 64TB).

If you are going to register a virtual machine as a master machine
If the number of network definitions is more than the number of NICs of a virtual
machine, power off the virtual machine and register it as a master machine.
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About datastore browser
The Hyper-V datastore browser behaves as follows:



•

It displays only the files that are related to a virtual machine; other files are not
displayed.

•

The system drive can browse the following directories only:
-

Default folder for a virtual machine

-

Default folder for a virtual hard disk

-

Folder that is specified as a destination where a virtual machine is
created

-

ISO folder

About moving virtual machines
With the Migration, virtual machines can be moved in the same datacenter only.
You can move virtual machines to another datacenter with the Storage Migration
of Hyper-V Cluster.
When moving a virtual machine clustered by the window’s failover clustering
feature from CSV to local disk by Storage Migration, failover cannot be
implemented.



About the virtual disk format
The VHDX format will be selected when SigmaSystemCenter creates a virtual disk
file on Windows Server 2012.



About using the reference disk file
When connecting the existing disks to Hyper-V virtual machine, a shared virtual
disk cannot be used as a system disk but only be used as an extended disk. If the
system disk is shared among multiple virtual machines, it provides any influence
when starting a virtual machine. Because of this reason, avoid sharing the system
disk.

For KVM



Cloning virtual disks between different types of storage pools is not supported in
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1. For operations which include cloning virtual disks,
such as virtual machine creation, template creation, and virtual machine cloning,
the destination storage pool must be the same type of the source storage pool.
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1.2.8.

About Extended Disk of Virtual Machine
For General Virtual Environment



You cannot add any extended disk to the controller and disk number which
SigmaSystemCenter considers as the system disk.
•

IDE0:0/SCSI0:0/SATA0:0 for the VMware environment

•

SCSI0:0 for the Xen environment

•

IDE0:0 for Hyper-V environment *1
*1 In generation 2 virtual machines in Windows Server 2012 R2, there is no
relationship between a system disk and where it is connected. The virtual disk
at the top of the boot order is considered as a system disk.



About the list of controllers and disk numbers
You can add an extended disk to where it can be selected on the list of controllers
and disk numbers displayed on the Machine Profile window or the Edit Virtual
Machine window.
However, not all controllers and disk numbers support can be added extended
disks, because other devices than extended disks, such as NIC or CD drive, may
use the controller or the disk number.

For VMware





About controllers and disk numbers
•

SigmaSystemCenter supports IDE0 / IDE1, SCSI0 / SCSI1 / SCSI2 / SCSI3,
and SATA0 / SATA1 / SATA2 / SATA3 as controllers.

•

In virtual machines with hardware version 4, virtual disks cannot be added to
the IDE0 / IDE1 controller.

•

If the device is added to IDE0:1 without a device to IDE0:0, you will not able to
start the virtual disk. Furthermore, if the device is added to IDE1:1 without a
device to IDE1:0, you will not able to start the virtual machine.

•

Adding and Removing cannot be executed simultaneously to the same
controller and disk number. First remove them, and then add them.

About display order in Edit Virtual Machine window
Extended disks are displayed in descending order of disk numbers like, IDE0 /
IDE1; SATA0 / SATA1 / SATA2 / SATA3, SCSI0 / SCSI1 / SCSI2 / SCSI3.
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For Xen



About controllers and disk numbers
•

SigmaSystemCenter supports SCSI0 only as a controller.

•

You cannot add any virtual disk to SCSI0:3, because SCSI0:3 is dedicated to
the CD drive. To determine the disk number dedicated to the CD drive, run the
following command on the XenServer Console.
xe vm-cd-list vm=VM Name

For Hyper-V



1.2.9.

About controllers and disk numbers
•

SigmaSystemCenter supports IDE0 / IDE1, and SCSI0 / SCSI1 / SCSI2 /
SCSI3 as controllers.

•

SigmaSystemCenter conveniently numbers SCSI controllers. If you remove
the SCSI controller, other SCSI controllers may be renumbered. So, do not
remove the SCSI controller.

•

You cannot add any virtual disk to the location for a DVD drive. DVD drive is
located at IDE1-0.

•

If you set controllers to be selected automatically and add an extended disk,
the disk will be added as a virtual SCSI disk.

•

Generation 2 virtual machines in Windows Server 2012 R2 eliminate IDE
controllers and all the virtual disks and DVD drives on them are connected to
SCSI controllers. On the Machine Profile screen of SigmaSystemCenter, the
virtual disks to be connected to IDE controllers will be ignored when creating a
virtual machine.

About Raw Device Mapping (RDM)
For General Virtual Environment



RDM-related features are supported in the following environments:
•

VMware ESX 4.1 or later version

•

Hyper-V
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About LUNs for RDM
Do not share single LUN out of the virtual managers (vCenter Server, Hyper-V
Cluster).
Because LUNs are not collected correctly, the RDM related features do not work
well.



About LUN size
Although LUNs less than 10GB can be added to virtual machines in Edit Virtual
Machine, LUNs less than 10GB in size are not considered to be operated in
Machine Profile.

For VMware



About RDM virtual disks in physical compatibility
RDM virtual disks in physical compatibility cannot be set to the independent type.



About a virtual machine that is created on NAS
If you want to add an RDM virtual disk to a virtual machine that is created on NAS,
set the "rdmmap" tag to the VMFS datastore to which a virtual machine server that
contains virtual machines is accessible. By doing so, you can specify the datastore
where an RDB mapping file is deployed.



Disconnected shared RDM disks
In the environment of vSphere 5.1 or later, if you perform a "release diskvolume"
command to the RDM disk, until executing "scan diskvolume" or a collection to
update RDM disk information which can be recognized by other ESXi, this RDM
disk cannot be utilized through other ESXi host.

For Hyper-V



About LUNs for RDM
In cluster environment, only disks not assigned any drive letter within those
registered to the cluster can be used as LUNs for RDM. And CSV disks are
excluded.



About the Differential Clone template
You cannot take snapshots of the virtual machine with RDM. So, you cannot treat
such virtual machine as the master of Differential Clone.
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1.2.10. About Importing or Exporting Virtual Machines
For General Virtual Environment



About the importing or exporting process
When you perform importing or exporting a virtual machine on a Web console, the
file transfer application saves a file in the temporary folder and then it transfers file
to or from other products that are working with SigmaSystemCenter. The default
temporary folder on a management server is "%TEMP%". To change the default
temporary folder, use the following ssc command.
ssc update environment TempWorkingDir Absolute path to the
temporary folder

In importing or exporting a virtual machine using the ssc command, the file is
transferred directly to or from those products without using a temporary folder on a
management server. We recommend that you should use the ssc command to
import or export a virtual machine to or from a management server.


About a file transfer application
Use a file transfer application if you intend to perform importing or exporting a
virtual machine on a Web console. To make the file transfer application available,
the site of the SystemProvisioning Web console must be included in the Local
Intranet zone on the Security tab of Internet Option in Internet Explorer.



About importing OVF files
You cannot import the OVF files that are over 4MB in size.
To import an OVF file in Internet Explorer 9 or earlier, you must perform both of the
following on the Security tab of Internet Option in Internet Explorer:
•

Configure so that the site of the SystemProvisioning Web console is included
in the Local intranet zone.

•

Click Custom level... and then enable "Initialize and script ActiveX
controls not marked as safe" under Active X controls and plug-ins.

The CPU and memory share values specified in the OVF file are ignored. If you
want to change share values, specify them while importing or perform Edit Virtual
Machine after importing. The supported OVF file is version 1.0 or later.
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About the name of the file to be exported
You cannot specify the name of the file to be exported. Exporting will fail if the file
with the same name as the file you intend to export exists in the folder where the
file should be exported; therefore we recommend that you should specify an empty
folder to save the exported file.



About operation on the Portal view and the Operations view
You must select a virtual machine server if you intend to import a virtual machine
to the group where mixed heterogeneous virtualization infrastructure products are
managed.
In the environment above, importing on the Portal view is not supported. If you
intend to import a virtual machine on the Operations view, specify the virtual
machine server.

For VMware



About files to be exported
If you export a virtual machine using SystemProvisioning, the exported file is not a
manifest file or a checksum file, but an OVF file or a virtual disk.



About files to be imported
The supported file in importing a virtual machine is the OVF or OVA file which
includes only one virtual machine. If the file is imported from WebGUI and meets
any of the following conditions, it is not supported:



•

One virtual disk is divided into several virtual disks.

•

The OVF file is saved in the different folder from the folder where a virtual disk
is saved.

About importing from the standalone ESXi environment
When importing a virtual machine from the standalone ESXi environment by
executing the Create and Assign Machine action, the timeout in propagating
settings of the host name and the IP address expires.



About disk type
When importing a virtual machine, the disk type you specified is not reflected to the
imported machine. The type of the imported virtual machine is always "Thin." If you
want to change the machine type from "Thin" to "Thick", do so through the Edit
Virtual Machine screen after importing the virtual machine.
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About working space for the PVMService service
Make sure that there is a free space on the management server that is larger than
the target file and that is large enough for the space requirement for the location
where the virtual machine is exported or for importing/exporting with OVA.
Exporting might fail without sufficient capacity.
The maximum capacity is the statistics of the size of the virtual disks used by
virtual machines.
Importing/exporting a virtual machine was unsuccessful if "Deploy OVF template"
or "Export OVF template" does not appear in the task list of vCenter Server after
one hour (default) passed since importing/exporting was executed. In this case,
cancel the job to import/export a virtual machine and then retry it.

For Hyper-V



Supported virtual machine infrastructure
Importing or exporting virtual machine is supported in Windows Server 2012 and
Windows Server 2012 R2.



Supported importing/exporting methods
Hyper-V supports the following importing/exporting methods only:



•

Exporting a system disk as a virtual disk file

•

Importing a virtual disk file as a system disk

Enabling the default share
The Import/Export VM feature uses the Windows administrative shares to transfer
virtual disk files. To use this feature, configure the Windows Firewall to enable File
and Print Sharing.



About a power state of a virtual machine
A virtual machine can be exported only when it is powered off.
In Windows Server 2012 R2 or later, you can export a virtual machine which is
powered on.



About working disk capacity
Exporting a virtual disk might fail if a Hyper-V's disk does not have a sufficient
free-working space.
Also, if you intend to export the virtual machine that contains a snapshot and if its
file fails to merge, the system file when the initial snapshot has been obtained will
be exported.
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1.2.11. About Operations for a Virtual Network
For VMware



About a distributed virtual switch name
Because SigmaSystemCenter manages switches with the names, set a unique
name for a virtual switch in vCenter Server.



About a virtual port group
Because SigmaSystemCenter manages port groups with the names, set a unique
name for a virtual port group on a virtual switch in vCenter Server.



About deleting a virtual machine server
A virtual machine server registered to a distributed switch cannot be deleted while
ESX is being activated. If a virtual machine server is deleted from a distributed
switch in the state that ESX cannot reply, vCenter Server's information and ESX's
information may be inconsistent.



About changing configuration of a virtual switch
A virtual switch with a virtual machine, service console or VMkernel cannot be
reconfigured to set its physical NIC to 0.



About reconfiguring a virtual port group
You cannot set VLAN ID to 1 since SigmaSystemCenter.
Port binding setting of a port group on a distributed virtual switch created in
SigmaSystemCenter is created with static binding.



About a network
Changing configuration or reconfiguring with specifying a network other than the
network which has one VLAN definition fails.



About a standalone port
Because SigmaSystemCenter does not support the control of standalone ports, do
not create a standalone port on a distributed virtual switch.



About NIC number on the Virtual Network tab
If a NIC number is not set in the Network tab of the Machine Property Setting, the
NIC number on the Virtual Network tab of a VM Server Model becomes the order
of NIC that VMware ESX recognizes.
For example, the NIC number of vmnic0 is 1, and that of vmnic1 is 2.
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To control physical switches at the same time, configure the NIC setting on the
Network tab of the machine property according to the physical switches' NIC
numbers.


About network bandwidth control
The following values can be set through SigmaSystemCenter:
0 < Average bandwidth < 9,000,000,000,000,000
0 < Peak bandwidth < 9,000,000,000,000,000
0 < Burst size < 9,007,199,254,740,991

For Xen



About a virtual network
In a Xen environment, a virtual network cannot be created or changed from
SigmaSystemCenter.

For Hyper-V



About a virtual switch name
If any name is not specified for a virtual switch, SigmaSystemCenter names the
virtual switch in the following format:
VirtualNetwork# N (N is the corresponding NIC number)



About a port group
If you used Hyper-V Manager to configure a VLAN ID in Windows Server 2012, a
port group based on the ID is not created automatically.



About configuring a virtual port group
You cannot set VLAN ID to 1 since SigmaSystemCenter.



About setting a virtual port group name
You must reset the port group name when you upgrade your Hyper-V from
Windows Server 2008 to Windows Server 2012.



About virtual switches within a datacenter
To migrate or move virtual machines properly, the names and configurations of
virtual switches must be same within a datacenter.
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1.2.12. About Roll Back Server After Restoring Failure of Virtual
Machine Server
For VMware

When ESXi is restored from failure, if failover of virtual machines is executed, the
moved virtual machines are registered to multiple ESXi redundantly.
With the following procedure, you can organize the virtual machines:




Prerequisites
1.

An account and password of the ESXi is set

2.

ESXi to restore is running

3.

ESXi to restore is connected to ESXi in the same datacenter

Procedure to roll back
1.

Execute the following command:
ssc recover machine down ESXi machine name



Notes
•

•

•

If ESXi in the same datacenter with the ESXi to restore is in the following
conditions, the ESXi becomes out of target:
-

The Connection status is Disconnected

-

If the ESXi cannot be connected due to some defect, such as network
failure

In addition, with the following conditions, the process may fail:
-

The Connection status of the ESXi to restore is other than Disconnected

-

If the ESXi to restore cannot be connected due to some defect, such as
network failure

-

If a power operation is executed to a virtual machine

If there is ESXi that becomes out of target or if the restore process fails,
execute the restore process again or delete virtual machine registered
redundantly from vSphere Client.
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For Xen





If XenServer Pool Master is switched, execute the following procedure:
•

Start all XenServers in a Pool once when current XenServer Pool Master is
running. If not, the XenServer Pool Master may not cognize startup of its
Slave.

•

To execute restore operations to old XenServer Pool Master after XenServer
Pool Master is switched, ensure to execute the operations when current
XenServer Pool Master is running. In addition, after the restore operations,
ensure to restart the restored machine when the current XenServer Pool
Master is running. After the restart, the old XenServer Pool Master is used as
a Slave.

•

To shut down XenServer Pool Master after XenServer Pool Master are
switched, start all XenServers in a Pool once and then, shut down the
machine.

If switched XenServer Pool Master is recovered from a communication error
If XenServer Pool Master is switched due to a communication error and the old
XenServer Pool Master is recovered after that, virtual machines may be moved
automatically. If inconsistence between the current status and display of the
SigmaSystemCenter Web console occurred by the move of virtual machines,
execute Collect on the Web console.



About virtual machines that are being started up when a failure occurs on
XenServer Pool Master
Virtual machines that are being started up when a failure occurs on XenServer
Pool Master may not be completed to start up. In that case, abort the virtual
machines are shut down compulsorily once from XenCenter and then, start the
virtual machines again.



About virtual machines that are being created when a failure occurs on XenServer
Pool Master
Virtual machines that are being created when a failure occurs on XenServer Pool
Master will not be created. In addition, unused disks may remain in storage. If you
cannot delete the disks from XenCenter when you wish to delete them, perform the
following procedure:
•

If an error occurs when deleting the disks, try to delete them again after
restarting the current Master.

•

If you cannot delete the disks although no error occurs, run sr-forget of the xe
command.
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About usage rate of datastore
Usage rate of datastore may not be displayed correctly after XenServer Pool
Master is switched. In that case, run sr-scan of the xe command to the target
datastore from the console of XenServer Pool Master or execute Rescan to the
datastore from XenServer in a state where storage can be connectable, and then
execute Collect in SystemProvisioning to display it correctly.
For more details of the xe command, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems,
Inc.



About configuration of a Pool after XenServer Pool Master is switched
After XenServer Pool Master is switched, the configuration of a Pool becomes that
new XenServer Pool Master cognizes. Therefore, the configuration may be roll
backed to that of before switching XenServer Pool Master.

For Hyper-V



About multiply registered virtual machines
If a virtual machine is failed over in the Standalone Hyper-V environment, the
active machines that have been moved become registered multiply to more than
one Hyper-V. If those Hyper-Vs are multiply started, the virtual machine behavior
becomes unstable.
Because of this, roll back Hyper-V after it has recovered from a failure to resolve
the multiply registered state.

1.2.13. About Errors
For VMware



About a reflection error of an IP address of the virtual machine
If you are using VMware, and if the following messages are displayed on the
Operation logs when creating a virtual machine, the specified IP address may not
be reflected properly.
In this case, configure a correct IP address on a Guest OS of the virtual machine
again.
Timeout occurred while assigning IP address to the virtual
machine.
Failed waiting for the IP address to be set.



About an error of when operating a virtual machine in a remote environment
If vCenter Server is installed on a server that is not a SigmaSystemCenter
management server, or if you manage ESXi, the following errors may be displayed
on the Operation log and operations for a virtual machine may fail.
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Reason: The operation has timed out
Reason: RetrieveProperties() failed
In this case, execute the operations for the virtual machine again.


About an error of when creating a virtual machine in a Standalone ESXi
environment
A file lock error might occur in a Standalone ESXi environment and creation of
Differential Clone type virtual machine might fail.
In this case, power off all virtual machines that refer to an image (a master replica
VM). Or, select ESXi to which the master replica VM belongs as the destination
and execute virtual machine creation again.



About an error when importing/exporting a virtual machine
File transfer with ESX has failed if importing/exporting a virtual machine stopped
abnormally with the error messages that contain the following.
Ensure that no problem exists in the network with ESX and then retry the
operation.
Unable to write data to the transport connection: (Error
contents)
Unable to read data from the transport connection: (Error
contents)

For Hyper-V



About the issue that some heart beat services do not start if a lot of virtual
machines are started
If the problem occurs after increasing the service timeout value, restart virtual
machines where errors occurred individually, or, start the heart beat services in the
virtual machines.

1.2.14. Other Notes
For General Virtual Environment



About restriction for VM Optimized Startup / VM Optimized Placement by memory
usage
The VM Optimized Startup / VM Optimized Placement functionalities can change
whether it can restrict or not by memory usage and threshold of its restriction by
using registry.
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Normally, the VM Optimized Startup / VM Optimized Placement functionalities
move virtual machines, without exceeding the available memory usage of a virtual
machine server.
However, some virtual infrastructure software can move virtual machines with
exceeding the available memory size of a virtual machine server. On the other
hand, an operation that does not use up the available memory usage of a virtual
machine server is expected in some cases.
In that case, you can configure the extent to which the available memory of the
destination virtual machine server can be used.
Configure the registry value of the following registry:
•

If you are operating the VMware environment:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value (Type): MemoryOverCommitRatio (REG_SZ)
Default Value: 1.0

•

If you are operating the Xen environment:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\Xen
Value (Type): MemoryOverCommitRatio (REG_SZ)
Default Value: 1.0

•

If you are operating the Hyper-V environment:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\HyperV
Value (Type): MemoryOverCommitRatio (REG_SZ)
Default Value: 1.0

The VM Optimized Startup / VM Optimized Placement moves virtual machines,
determining and controlling memory usage to not exceed the product of a value of
the registry and available memory size. You can configure the registry value from
0.0 to 2.0. If you want to disable the determination, specify -1.0.
Furthermore, virtual machines cannot be moved or started with exceeding the
available memory size in a Xen or a Hyper-V environment. Do not configure values
more than 1.0 in these environments.


Placement rule on the Placement Information feature
The command of applying position (ssc vmop apply-position) ignores rules of
the placement rule feature. So if the virtual machine with the placement
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information is restricted by the placement rule, the placement rule may be violated
by migration of virtual machines due to this command.
If you want to operate without violation of placement rule, you should set the
placement information without conflict of the placement rule.


The usage of the resource pool displayed on the Web console may differ from the
usage in the event message by the resource pool monitoring.
The resource pool usage between the Web console and the event message of the
resource pool monitoring may have 1% of gap. Because of this, any notification
may not be performed though the Web UI shows the usage reaches its threshold.



When RDM is used on the virtual machine
RDM will be removed if the template is made from the machine which is used as
RDM and the virtual machine is copied base on this template.
The data on RDM are copied and created on the datastore (VMFS) as a virtual
disk. In Hyper-V, a virtual disk is created when templating the virtual machine that
uses RDM; however, the internal data of RDM are not copied.

For VMware



The memory size to be configured on a machine profile
The memory size for a machine profile must be smaller than the memory capacity
of ESX.



Automatic update of the database by events
When power state of a virtual machine changes or VMware ESX is changed,
vCenter Server sends an event to SigmaSystemCenter.
Receiving the event, SigmaSystemCenter updates the database information to the
latest status of the virtual machine.
To disable this feature, change the following registry value to 1, and restart the
PVMService.
Do not disable this feature if VMware High Availability (HA) and VMware Fault
Tolerance (FT) are enabled in your environment. If you disabled it, configuration
changes made by VMware HA or VMware FT on vCenter Server are not
automatically propagated to the SigmaSystemCenter 's database.
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE¥SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node¥NEC¥PVM¥Provider¥V
M¥VMware¥Event
Value (Type): DisableAsyncAction (RED_DWORD)
Default Value: 0
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When you upgrade the managed virtual machine server to ESXi
DPM Client cannot be installed to ESXi so some features of DeploymentManager
such as obtaining the installed software information and more will no longer be
available. For details of features, see "Support for Managed Machine OS's" in
Appendix A, "Function Tables" in DeploymentManager First Step Guide.
Because of this, the installed software displayed in the detail information of the
machine in the Resource view is not updated and old information still remains. Run
the following command to remove it. Then execute Refresh Machines and ensure
that the installed software has been removed.
ssc dpminformation delete



Do not delete or re-register ESX
If you delete or re-register ESX under the condition that virtual machines
configured as RDM on the ESX exist, UUID of the virtual machines are changed
and the virtual machines cannot be operated from the Operation view on
SigmaSystemCenter. If ESX must be deleted or re-registered, move the virtual
machines on ESX to another host and execute the operations.
If virtual machines cannot be operated from the Operations view, perform the
following procedure to recover:



1.

Execute Collect (All) on SigmaSystemCenter.

2.

Execute Release Resource on the Operation view.

3.

Register a virtual machine as a master machine on the Operation view.

When creating a virtual machine, select one of devices listed below.
•

VMware ESX 4.0 and 4.1, or VMware ESXi 4.0 and 4.1
-

NIC
▪ E1000
▪ Flexible

-

Storage
▪ SCSI BusLogic parallel
▪ SCSI LSI Logic parallel
▪ SCSI LSI Logic SAS
▪ IDE

-

CD/DVD
▪ IDE

•

VMware ESXi 5.0 and 5.1
-

NIC

▪ E1000
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▪ E1000E
▪ Flexible
-

Storage
▪ SCSI BusLogic parallel
When using this device, set the virtual machine memory and less than 3
GB.
▪ SCSI LSI Logic parallel
▪ SCSI LSI Logic SAS
▪ IDE

-

CD/DVD
▪ IDE

•

VMware ESXi 5.5 and 6.0
-

NIC
▪ E1000
▪ E1000E
▪ Flexible
▪ VMXNET3

-

Storage
▪ SCSI BusLogic parallel
When using this device, set the virtual machine memory and less than 3
GB.
▪ SCSI LSI Logic parallel
▪ SCSI LSI Logic SAS
▪ VMware Paravirtualized
▪ IDE

-

CD/DVD
▪ IDE



When receiving PET from a machine on which VMware ESXi 4 or 5 is installed
In the VMware ESXi 4 or 5 environment, the EXPRESSSCOPE engine sometimes
does not send the SNMP notification (SNMP trap notification according to the PET
(Platform Event Trap) format) due to confliction of the IPMI access to the
EXPRESSSCOPE engine made by ESXi 4 or 5.

For Xen



Adding a NIC to a created virtual machine
Do not add a NIC to a created virtual machine from XenCenter.
Scenario distribution from DeploymentManager may fail.
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For Hyper-V



Note on using Hyper-V
If you execute Export and Import to a virtual machine on Hyper-V Manager, UUIDs
of the machine and an imported machine become equal.
SystemProvisioning cannot manage these UUIDs distinctly. Do not use the Export
and Import functionality of Hyper-V Manager for duplicating a virtual machine.



How to deal with a virtual machine that remains even after deleted
If you delete a virtual machine on Hyper-V Manager, the virtual machine might
remain on SigmaSystemCenter. In that case, start up all virtual machine servers
and execute Collect operation on the Manager right under the Virtual view. (Select
the manager by clicking "Hyper-V" for Hyper-V single server or the corresponding
cluster name for Hyper-V Cluster environment.) In a cluster environment, make
sure that there are no virtual machines with offline VM configuration on cluster
before executing Collect operation.
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1.3. Notes
on
Operating
Network Manager
1.3.1.

MasterScope

About Operations for Switch Devices
If you add VLAN to a switch device or delete VLAN from a switch device directly, the
operations will not be recognized by SigmaSystemCenter.
If you want to add or delete VLAN on a switch device, execute the operations from
SigmaSystemCenter.

1.3.2.

Procedures on how to Recover When Port Assignment to
VLAN or Releasing Port-VLAN Assignment Fails
If port assignment to VLAN or releasing port-VLAN assignment fails, it can be
recovered by performing the procedures provided in this subsection. The procedures
are different according to the types of your switches; the Fastlron Edge X series
switches of Brocade products and other switches.
Perform the recovery procedures according to your switches and the timing of failure.
If you are using Fastlron Edge series switches of Brocade products:


If port assignment to VLAN fails while executing the Allocate Machine



If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while executing the Release Resource



If port assignment to VLAN fails while editing VLAN



If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while editing VLAN

If you are using switches other than Fastlron Edge series switches of Brocade
products:


If port assignment to VLAN fails while executing the Allocate Machine



If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while executing the Release Resource



If port assignment to VLAN fails while editing VLAN



If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while editing VLAN

[If you are using Fastlron Edge series switches of Brocade products]

Note: When connecting to a switch using telnet, see manuals of your switch.
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If port assignment to VLAN fails while executing the Allocate Machine
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Login to the switch via telnet.

3.

Run the show running-config command to verify condition of the VLAN.

4.

Verify the VLAN that is configured on the VLAN setting, located on the Group
Property Setting on the Operation view and the port assignment that is
configured on the Network tab, located on the Machine Property Setting on
the Resource view. Compare the condition of the VLAN to that of VLAN
displayed on telnet.
-

If VLAN is not created
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is accurate
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN does not exist
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is different
The device setting must be configured as the same as the
SigmaSystemCenter's setting.
Perform the following procedure:
1.

Delete VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the device (e.g.
no vlan vlanID).

2.

Add the deleted VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. vlan vlanID).

3.

Assign a port to the VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. untagged ethe portID).

E.g.)
If the settings are configured as follows:
-

VLAN that is configured on the Network Setting tab on the Group
Property Setting
VLAN ID 10 / NIC: 2

-

The port that is configured on the Network tab on the Machine Property
Setting
NIC: 2 / Port 3

-

Condition of the VLAN that is configured on the device
Port 4 is assigned to the VLAN10.

Delete VLAN10 on the device, and then, re-create VLAN10. Assign Port 3 to
VLAN10.
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* If Port 4 is assigned to other machines, Port 4 must be assigned to VLAN10
with other machines.



5.

Execute the Release Resource from the Host List, located on the details of
the operation group.

6.

Execute the Allocate Machine again from the Host List, located on the details
of the operation group.

If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while executing the Release Resource
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Login to the switch via telnet.

3.

Run the show running-config command to verify condition of the VLAN.

4.

Verify the VLAN that is configured on the Network Setting tab, located on the
Group Property Setting on the Operations view and the port assignment that
is configured on the Network tab, located on the machine property setting on
the Resource view. Compare the condition of the VLAN to that of VLAN
displayed on telnet.
-

If VLAN is not created
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is accurate
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN does not exist
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is different
The device setting must be configured as the same as the
SigmaSystemCenter's setting.
Perform the following procedure:
1.

Delete VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the device (e.g.
no vlan vlanID).

2.

Add the deleted VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. vlan vlanID).

3.

Assign a port to the VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. untagged ethe portID).

E.g.)
If the settings are configured as follows:
-

VLAN that is configured on the Network Setting tab on the Group
Property Setting
VLAN ID 10 / NIC: 2

-

The port that is configured on the Network tab on the Machine Property
Setting
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NIC: 2 / Port 3
-

Condition of VLAN that is configured on the device
Port 4 is assigned to the VLAN10.

Delete VLAN10 on the device, and then, re-create VLAN10. Assign Port 3 to
VLAN10.
* If Port 4 is assigned to other machines, Port 4 must be assigned to VLAN10
with other machines.
5.



Execute the Release Resource from the Host List, located on the details of
the operation group.

If port assignment to VLAN fails while editing VLAN.
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Login to the switch via telnet.

3.

Run the show running-config command to verify condition of the VLAN.

4.

Click the icon of the target switch in the Resource tree. Compare the
condition of the VLAN in the Port List to that of VLAN displayed on telnet.
-

If VLAN is not created
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is accurate
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN does not exist
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is different
The device setting must be configured as the same as the
SigmaSystemCenter's setting.
Perform the following procedure:
1.

Delete VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the device (e.g.
no vlan vlanID).

2.

Add the deleted VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. vlan vlanID).

E.g.)
If the settings are configured as follows:
-

Port List located on the details of the switch:
No port is assigned to VLAN10

-

Condition of VLAN that is configured on the device:
Port 4 is assigned to the VLAN10.
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Delete VLAN10 on the device, and then, re-create VLAN10. Assign Port 3 to
VLAN10.
* If Port 4 is assigned to other machines, Port 4 must be assigned to VLAN10
with other machines.
5.



Execute the Release Resource from the Host List, located on the details of
the operation group.

If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while editing VLAN
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Login to the switch via telnet.

3.

Run the show running-config command to verify condition of the VLAN.

4.

Click the icon of the target switch in the Resource tree. Compare the
condition of the VLAN in the Port List to that of VLAN displayed on telnet.
-

If VLAN is not created
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is accurate
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN does not exist
Proceed to the procedure 5.

-

If the port that is to be assigned to VLAN is different
The device setting must be configured as the same as the
SigmaSystemCenter's setting.
Perform the following procedure:
1.

Delete VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the device (e.g.
no vlan vlanID).

2.

Add the deleted VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. vlan vlanID).

3.

Assign a port to the VLAN by running VLAN setting command of the
device (e.g. untagged ethe portID).

E.g.)
If the settings are configured as follows:
-

Port List located on the details of the switch:
Port 3 is assigned to VLAN10.

-

Condition of VLAN that is configured on the device:
Port 4 is assigned to the VLAN10.

Delete VLAN10 on the device, and then, re-create VLAN10. Assign Port 3 to
VLAN10.
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* If Port 4 is assigned to other machines, Port 4 must be assigned to VLAN10
with other machines.
5.

Execute the Release Resource from the Host List, located on the details of
the operation group.

[If you are using switches other than Fastlron Edge series switches of Brocade
products]








1.3.3.

If port assignment to VLAN fails while executing the Allocate Machine
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Execute the Release Resource from the Host List, located on the details of
the operation group.

3.

Execute the Allocate Machine again from the Host List, located on the details
of the operation group.

If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while executing the Release Resource
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Execute the Release Resource from the Host List, located on the details of
the operation group.

If port assignment to VLAN fails while editing VLAN
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Edit the VLAN from the details of the switch and assign a port to the VLAN.

If releasing port-VLAN assignment fails while editing VLAN
1.

Check operations logs for a failure factor and remove the failure factor.

2.

Edit the VLAN from the details of the switch and release the port-VLAN
assignment.

Notes for Failure in Addition or Deletion of Load
Balancers
SigmaSystemCenter executes the Allocate Machine or the Release Resource with
controlling load balancers.
If to add or delete load balancers fails, remove failure factors and execute the Release
Resource again.
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The recovery procedures are as follows.

1.3.4.

Situation

Procedure

Fails to add a load balancer when activating a
standby machine

1. Check a failure factor in operations logs and
remove it.
2. Execute the Release Resource.
3. Execute the Allocate Machine.

Fails to delete a load balancer when making a
started machine standby

1. Check a failure factor in operations logs and
remove it.
2. Execute the Release Resource.

About

Physical

Ports

configured

as

Trunk,

Link

Aggregation and Port Channel
SigmaSystemCenter cannot execute VLAN control on the ports that are configured as
Trunk, Link Aggregation, or Port Channel on a switch device.
Do not configure the ports as the targets of the VLAN control.
For example, the ports 17, 18 of a SIGMABLADE GbE intelligent switch are the inter
link ports to connect with the neighboring slots and they are Trunk configuration by
default. Therefore, SigmaSystemCenter cannot execute the VLAN control on the ports.
Additionally, SigmaSystemCenter does not support the VLAN control of logical
interfaces that are configured as Trunk, Link Aggregation, and Port Channel.

1.3.5.

About DeploymentManager Configuration


If you upgraded DPM Server to this version from earlier than SigmaSystemCenter
3.0 and if you configured the setting of the TFTP service of DeploymentManager
and MasterScope Network Manager before upgrade.
Retry the task from step (4) to (7) described in "■To install MasterScope Network
Manager on a machine on which the DPM Server is installed, follow the procedure
below:" in Appendix F, "Configuring DPM Server and MasterScope Network
Manager on the Same Machine" in DeploymentManager Installation Guide.
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1.4. Notes on Using NEC ESMPRO Manager
1.4.1.

Upgrade of the Virtual Machine Server to ESXi 5.0 or Later
You cannot introduce NEC ESMPRO Agent for VMware to ESXi because VMware
ESXi does not have a service console. So, follow the procedure below to remove the
machine from the management by NEC ESMPRO Manager when upgrading your
virtual machine server to ESXi 5.0.
SystemProvisioning cannot obtain the events such as the failure events notified by
NEC ESMPRO Manager or NEC ESMPRO Agent because the virtual machine server
is excluded from the management by ESMPRO. So, if these events are set to policies
used in the operation groups, those policies will not function.
Use vCenter Server for alive monitoring. See "ESX of VMware (vCenter Server
management)" in Section 2.4, "Alive Monitoring" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Overview
Reference Guide and set the vCenter Server events to policies.
Use the OOB Management to detect the hardware failure. See Subsection 2.5.1,
"Hardware Monitoring Overview" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference
Guide and change the settings so that events can be obtained through OOB.

Reference: For details of the events notified by NEC ESMPRO Manager or NEC
ESMPRO Agent, see Subsection 1.1.1, "Events NEC ESMPRO Manager Can Detect"
in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide.

The procedures to upgrade the virtual machine server which is managed in
SigmaSystemCenter to ESXi 5.0 are described below:
1.

Start the Web console, and open the Virtual view.

2.

Select the ESX to be upgraded on the Virtual view, select all of the virtual
machines from the active virtual machine list, and click Move Virtual Machine
from the Action menu.

3.

After moving a virtual machine, click Maintenance On from the Operation menu
to place the Upgrading ESX in maintenance mode.

4.

Remove the machine information from NEC ESMPRO Manager.

5.

Upgrade the virtual machine server to ESXi 5.0.

6.

After upgrading, back to the Web console of SigmaSystemCenter, click
Subsystem on the Management view, and click Collect from the Operation
menu.

7.

After collecting, click Maintenance Off on the Operation menu to remove the host
from maintenance mode.

8.

Move the virtual machines evacuated in the procedure 2 back to the virtual
machine server upgraded in Edit Virtual Machine.
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1.4.2.

Conflict of Inbound Port for SNMP Trap
According to your environment, the "Can't bind on SNMP TRAP port" alert may appear
in the NEC ESMPRO Manager's alert viewer. This suggests that port conflict occurs
due to the SNMP Trap Service being subsequently started when the PVM Service is
started.
Do one of the following resolutions:


Disable the SNMP Trap Service.



Change the SNMP trap receiving method on NEC ESMPRO Manager.

Reference: For how to change the SNMP trap receiving method, see Subsection
2.5.2, "Configuring the SNMP Trap Service" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter
Installation Guide.

1.4.3.

About NEC ESMPRO Manager's Auto Registration of
Managed Machines
Disable the following NEC ESMPRO Manager's auto registration:


CPU Blade Auto Registration which can be set on the Web GUI
In initial setting, CPU blade auto registration is disabled. Do not change this
setting.
To confirm the current settings, log on to the NEC ESMPRO Manager Web GUI,
select the chassis, and select the CPU Blade Auto Setting.
If nothing is set for the receiver's IP address, CPU blade auto registration is set to
disabled.
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1.5. Notes on Using Storage Management
Feature
1.5.1.

About disk volume name
All of the storages managed by SigmaSystemCenter, all disk volume must be named
uniquely.
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1.6. Notes and Limitations on Using NEC
Storage
1.6.1.

Upgrade of Integration Base
When you want to reinstall Integration Base due to upgrading it, follow the procedure
below.
If you do not follow the procedure, installation of Integration Base may fail.
If Integration Base fails to connect to NEC Storage after installation, that might match
this symptom. In this case, reinstall Integration Base following the procedure below:

1.6.2.

1.

Stop PVM Service.

2.

Uninstall Integration Base.

3.

Install Integration Base.

4.

Start the Integration Base service.

5.

Start PVM Service.

Limitation in Using a L2 Cache
When you use an L2 Cache in NEC Storage, use the default LD number for a Level 2
cache volume.
If you intend to configure the L2 Cache volume specifying the arbitrary value to the LD
number, provide the larger value than the number of volumes of LD you are going to
bind for the operation.

1.6.3.

When Using Data Allocation Optimization Function (LD
movement)
When using Data Allocation Optimization Function (LD movement), optimization might
change the storage pool to which the LD belongs.
In that case, execute Collect Storage to synchronize the relation between the storage
pool and LD on SigmaSystemCenter.
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1.6.4.

In Case of Using the partitioning feature
If you use the partitioning feature of NEC Storage, you can only control in each partition
from SigmaSystemCenter. SigmaSystemCenter does not support configuration change
over multiple partitions.
The partitioning feature is a capability to set up virtual storage with independent
resources by dividing resources, including disks, cache memory, ports, of a disk array
according to their logic, such as applications, and manage the virtual storage.
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1.7. Notes on Using NetApp Storage
1.7.1.

Available Protocols
SigmaSystemCenter supports NFS protocol only.

1.7.2.

Available Disk Volume Types
SigmaSystemCenter supports FlexVol (virtual volumes) only. Root Volume is not
managed by SigmaSystemCenter.

1.7.3.

About Host Maximums to Where a Disk Volume Can Be
Exposed
In exposure of single disk volume to multiple hosts, SigmaSystemCenter has host
maximums to where the disk volume can be exposed.


For setting with IP addresses
The disk volume can be exposed to about 250 hosts.



For setting with host names
The host maximums depend on the length of the host name. For the 64-byte long
host name, for example, the disk volume can be exposed to about 60 hosts.

1.7.4.

About exports Setting of the Disk Volume
You must set only one exports setting of the disk volume for one disk volume. As
shown in the following figure, SigmaSystemCenter cannot identify the exports setting in
the environment where multiple exports ("/vol1", "/nfs1") are configured for single disk
volume (vol1), and will not able to control correctly.
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Note: If the exports setting of the disk volume is configured using SigmaSystemCenter,
the configuration differs from which described in this chapter.
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1.7.5.

About Disk Volume Exposure to Hosts
Do not expose (in exports setting) single disk volume with multiple IP addresses to
single host.
And do not use single disk volume through multiple IP addresses for single host.
As shown in the following figure, if single disk volume is used as multiple datastores in
SigmaSystemCenter, SigmaSystemCenter recognizes the total size of the registered
datastore through multiple IP addresses which are configured to Data ONTAP as
200GB, in spite of the fact that the actual disk size of the disk volume is 100 GB.
If single 10GB virtual machine is created in this environment, the disk volume
consumption will appear that the 20GB disk volume is consumed from the two
datastores of 10GB each.

1.7.6.

Offline Aggregate and Volume
The offline Aggregate and Volume displays zeros as its size in SigmaSystemCenter.
Do not use the offline Aggregate and Volume.
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1.7.7.

Topology Output When the NetApp Volume is Registered
as a Datastore with the Host Name
[Phenomenon]
By default, the datastore information is not output to a topology (show storagetopology)
in the environment where the NetApp volume is registered to a virtual machine server
as a datastore by using a host name.
[Cause]
The Collect action for the NetApp storage information does not keep the information of
the host name because, by default, it does not contact the DNS server for the host
name on the IP address that is set to the NetApp storage device. Because of this, you
cannot determine which NetApp storage the host name that was set when registering
the datastore corresponds to.
[Solution]
If you registered the NetApp volume to a virtual machine server as a datastore with its
host name in your environment, create the following registry and configure so that the
host name for the IP address that is set to NetApp can be obtained.
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
Storage\NetApp
Value name: CollectDNS
Type: DWORD
Default: 0 (Not collect) *1
*1 Set "2 (Collect all)" to Value data. Or set "1 (Collect IPs only defined in DefinedIP)"
and modify the following value if you want to a host name by a part of the IP address
only that is configured in the NetApp storage definition.
Value name: DefinedIP
Type: SZ
Default: (Blank) *2
*2 Specify the IP address of the host whose name should be obtained. If you want to
provide multiple IP addresses, use commas to separate each of them. (E.g.:
172.16.255.230, 2001:db8::9abc)
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1.8. Notes and Limitations on Storage Device
Management Using SMI-S
1.8.1.

About Creating Disk Volume by Specifying the Disk
Volume Number
If you use SMI-S to manage storage devices in SigmaSystemCenter, you cannot
specify a disk volume number when you create a disk volume.
The disk volume number is automatically determined by a storage device and the
lowest available number will be used.

1.8.2.

About Coexisting with the Existing Storage Devices
If you use SMI-S to manage storage devices in SigmaSystemCenter, a single storage
device cannot be managed by multiple subsystems.
Do not use SMI-S to manage storage devices managed by the existing subsystems.
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1.8.3.

About

Specifying

an

LUN

Number

in

Storage

Configuration
If you use SMI-S to manage storage devices in SigmaSystemCenter, you cannot
specify the LUN number when configuring storage. Also, you cannot specify the order
in which disk volumes are identified (LUN numbers) at access control.

1.8.4.

About Working with Hybrid Pool, L2 Cache Pool, and L2
Cache Volume
If you use SMI-S to manage storage devices in SigmaSystemCenter, a hybrid pool and
an L2 cache pool are displayed as a storage pool, and a system volume and an L2
cache volume are displayed as a regular disk volume. But remember that you cannot
perform most of the operations for them.
Also, you cannot use a hybrid pool or L2 cache pool to create or remove a disk volume.
And you cannot perform disk volume controls (such as removing disk volume or access
control) for a system volume or L2 cache volume.
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1.8.5.

About Using EMC CLARiiON (VNX)
Manage and operate all LUNs and initiators on SigmaSystemCenter when you use
SMI-S to manage EMC CLARiiON (VNX) devices on SigmaSystemCenter.
Be aware of that, if any LUN or initiator which is not recognized by SigmaSystemCenter
is connected to a storage group at access control, actions to the target storage group
might fail or controls against the target storage group might not work properly.
And be sure to set the LUN, which is connected or will be connected to a storage group,
to Storage Setting of a group or host on SigmaSystemCenter.
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1.9. Notes on Using EMC CLARiiON (VNX)
1.9.1.

About Navisphere CLI Installation Options
Install Navisphere CLI with the Verification Level being set to "Low".
If you installed it with the Verification Level being set to "Medium", uninstall Navisphere
CLI and retry the installation with the Verification Level being set to Low.
If the Verification Level is set to "Medium", connection from the PVMService to
CLARiiON (VNX) fails and you will not be able to manage CLARiiON (VNX).
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1.10. Notes on User Management
Changes in the access privileges for a user account are reflected even if the user
account is logging in.
However, note there are the following exceptions:


When the user account is disabled
You cannot use the disabled user account to log in to SystemProvisioning.
However, if the user account is logging in when it is disabled, you can use the
disabled user account until it is logged out.



When the display-related privileges are changed
Some of the changes for the display-related settings of the Monitor and
Management views are not be applied until the user account has logged out if you
have made those changes to the user account that is currently logged in.
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1.11. Notes about Machine Information
1.11.1. Notes on the NIC Information
The NIC information is not removed automatically by executing the Collect action, so
sometimes the NIC information that does not exist (such as the information of the NIC
removed due to a failure) may stay registered.
Or, when upgraded from previous SigmaSystemCenter versions, the MAC address that
was manually registered in the older version might be lower case letters or separated
with "-."
In these cases, manually remove the MAC address that is recorded in lower case
letters or that is separated with "-", or the NIC information that does not exist.
The procedure to do so is as follows:
1.

Click the icon of the target machine in the System Resource tree of the Web
console.

2.

Click Maintenance On under the Operation menu.

3.

Click Property on the Configuration menu.

4.

Click the Network tab.

5.

Select the check box of the NIC you want to remove from NIC List, and then click
Delete from the Action menu.

Note: You cannot remove the information of the NIC if its NIC number is 1.
Change the NIC number seeing the procedure below before removing the
information of the NIC:
1.

Click Edit of the NIC you want to remove from NIC List.

2.

Change the NIC number to blank and then click OK.

6.

Click Back.

7.

Click Maintenance Off under the Operation menu.
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1.12. Notes about Rescue VM
1.12.1. About Configuration


Rescue VM can monitor each virtual machine in which SigmaSystemCenter and
vCenter Server are installed.



SigmaSystemCenter can register one Rescue VM.



The time referenced in SigmaSystemCenter and Rescue VM needs to be
synchronized. If it is not synchronized, events cannot be received properly.

1.12.2. About Rescue VM


About the start and stop of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 service
Use the systemctl command to start and stop of the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7
service. Do not use the rescuevm-admin command that comes with the rescue-vm
module.

1.12.3. About Monitoring


When a failure occurs on a management network of a virtual machine server, the
target virtual machine of the monitoring is recovered after Power Off by BMC.



A virtual machine monitors the status of power referring to vCenter Server or ESXi.
The statuses in the guest OS such as a virtual machine crush are not monitored.

1.12.4. About Recovery Action


If a failure occurs in Rescue VM and the monitoring target virtual machine at the
same time, the recovery is not feasible.



In the recovery operation by Rescue VM, the optimized placement rules are
ignored.



In the recovery operation by Rescue VM, a virtual machine server to be recovered
cannot be selected.



In the recovery operation by Rescue VM, the order of monitoring target recovery
cannot be specified.
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Trouble Shooting

This chapter explains how to cope with errors occurred when configuring or operating
SigmaSystemCenter.
This chapter contains the following sections:

•
•
•

2.1
2.2
2.3

Coping With Error ..................................................................................................... 94
Trouble Shooting in SystemProvisioning .................................................................. 95
Trouble Shooting In Managing Configuration Information ...................................... 135
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2.1. Coping With Error
When an error occurs during configuring or operating SigmaSystemCenter, execute
the following steps:
1.

Checking Job execution status and failure status
You can check execution status of Jobs and failure status of managed machines
and subsystems from the Dashboard in the Monitor view.
For how to use the Dashboard, see Subsection 9.8.1, "Dashboard" in NEC
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.

2.

Analyzing the failure
Diagnose the cause of the failure and if you can find the cause, ensure an accurate
response.
See Trouble Shooting in this chapter.
If execution of a Job failed, refer to the Operations Log to check the cause of the
failure.
For how to check the Operations Log, see Subsection 9.8.5, "Checking Job
Execution Status" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.

3.

Extracting logs and inquiring with us
If you cannot find the cause of the failure, extract logs and inquire with us.
For how to extract logs and details of inquiry, see Section 9.11, "Extracting Logs"
in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.
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2.2. Trouble Shooting in SystemProvisioning
Note: A registry path of Windows operating system is different according to whether it
is x86 operating system or x64 operating system. The registry path in this section is
indicated in the x64 operating system format. If you are using x86 operating system,
substitute "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE" for
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node."

2.2.1.

Cannot Use Differential Clone Templates After Upgrade to
SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 or Later
[Detailed Explanation]
Differential Clone method of SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 is different from that of
SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 2 or before and they are incompatible. Therefore,
Differential Clone templates created in SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 2 or before
cannot be used in SigmaSystemCenter 3.0.
Differential Clone of SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 or later can be created in a VMware
environment of which version is the vSphere4.0 or later (vCenter Server 4.0 and ESX
4.0 or later).
[Solution]
Delete unavailable templates, and create new templates from master VMs.
1.

Click Virtual on the Title bar to switch to the Virtual view.

2.

Select the target master VM in the Virtual tree, and click Create Template.

3.

Create Template appears on the Main Window.
Select Differential Clone from Type to create a Differential Clone template.

2.2.2.

Cannot Use Disk Clone Templates After Upgrade to
SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 3 or Later
[Detailed Explanation]
Images have been related to Disk Clone templates from SigmaSystemCenter 2.1
update 3 version. Because templates of SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 2 or before do
not relate to images, they cannot be used in SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 3 or later.
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[Solution]
1.

Click Resource on the Title bar to switch to the Resource view.

2.

Select the target template in the Resource tree, and click Create Image on the
Operation menu.

3.

Create Image appears on the Main Window.
Enter Image Name box, and select VM Server list and Location list. Click OK.

2.2.3.

The Multiple Screens Become Inconsistent Due to
Operations From Multiple Browser Windows
[Phenomenon]
If you launch multiple Web Consoles that displays one management server on one
machine and use the consoles, the inconsistency of contents across multiple windows
may occur, displaying the following message:
Failed to show request page.
The specified element is not found. There is a possibility
to change or to be deleted.
Please refresh again.

For example:


If you execute operations for one management server via the multiple tabs or
windows using tab browsers such as Internet Explorer or Firefox.

[Cause]
In standard browsers, browser session is shared across tabs and windows even
though that browser session is opened separately on different tabs and windows. The
process of Internet Information Services (IIS) misidentifies references from multiple
browsers as a connection from one browser, so the information becomes inconsistent,
and the system displays the message,
[Solution]
Click main menu, such as Operation, on the Web Console to switch the view, update
the screen, and then, execute the operation again.
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2.2.4.

If You Cancel Running Process of Activating Machine or
Making a Machine Stand by, or the Process Fails, Status
of Machine Does Not Return to the Status Before
Execution
[Cause]
Many causes can be considered; wrong settings for the GUI or device, network error,
device break down, etc.
[Solution]
Execute one of the following:


If the process of activating the machine in a group failed: Delete the machine from
the group once, and remove the cause of the error, and then, execute the
operation of activating in the group again.



If the process of making the machine stand by failed: After removing the cause of
the error, execute the operation for making the machine stand by again.

If the machine status does not return to the status before the execution, you need to
specify the related matters, referring to the Event logs and Operation logs. Check the
setting for the GUI or device and the Hardware status again.

2.2.5.

A NIC or UUID of One Machine Is Registered as Multiple
Machines by the Collect Functionality
[Cause]
This occurred because there is no information of the shared UUID or MAC address
taken in from each subsystem when the information of one machine is collected from
multiple subsystems and the information is recognized as different machines on
SystemProvisioning.

Note: This occurs when a recommended subsystem registration method or machine
registration method is not used.

[Solution]
Delete one machine of the machines registered doubly from SigmaSystemCenter, and
after confirming that both of the UUID and MAC Address are registered to the other
machine, execute Collect to collect information from each subsystem again.
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1.

Decide which machine to delete from the machines, checking the registration
status of the NIC and UUID and other information configured to the machines.

2.

If the machine to be deleted is registered as a management target of
SigmaSystemCenter, delete the registration and set the machine to unmanaged.

3.

Delete the registration of the machine in each subsystem.

4.

•

If the type of the machine is Blade or Unitary: Delete the machine from
DeploymentManager.

•

If the type of the machine is VM Server or Virtual Machine: Delete the
Inventory of the machine from vCenter Server.

Execute Collect in SigmaSystemCenter.
Ensure that the machine is deleted from SigmaSystemCenter after the Collect is
completed.

2.2.6.

5.

Register a MAC Address that can be recognized by subsystems from which you
deleted the machine in the procedure 3 to the machine that you did not delete. If
the subsystems do not recognize the MAC Address, make DeploymentManager
recognize the UUID of the machine, register the machine, and then, execute
Collect to DeploymentManager to register the UUID to the machine.

6.

Re-register the machine to all the subsystems from which you deleted the machine
in the procedure 3.

7.

Execute Collect in SigmaSystemCenter.

Machine Type Is Not Displayed Correctly / Functionalities
Depending on Machine Type Does Not Operate Properly
[Phenomenon]
The machine type is not displayed correctly, or the functionalities depending on the
machine type does not operate properly.
For example, the policy for the VM Optimized Placement feature does not start on a
machine that is a virtual machine server.
[Cause]
The machine can be registered doubly.
[Solution]
Check the UUID or Mac Address of the machine not to be registered to other machine.
If the UUID or Mac Address is registered doubly, execute the solution in Subsection
2.2.5, "A NIC or UUID of One Machine Is Registered as Multiple Machines by the
Collect Functionality."
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2.2.7.

Cannot Stop PVM Service
[Phenomenon]
The following message appears:
Could not stop the PVMService service on Local Computer.
Error 1053: The service did not respond to the start or
control request in a timely fashion.

[Cause]
If you disconnect the network after the connection to DeploymentManager is
established, the process request to DeploymentManager waits for a timeout for five
minutes.
In this situation, if you stop the PVMService from the Services Snap-In, the stopping
process is set to wait, and the message for a timeout appears.
[Solution]
After the message is displayed, wait for completing the stopping process of the
PVMService. You can check the completion by updating the Services Snap-In.

2.2.8.

Window Switches to Log In Window Automatically During
Operation
[Cause]
An influence of an OS environment, setting, or other product can be considered.
Also, if you do not operate your machine for 30 minutes or more, this phenomenon
occurs.
[Solution]
Log in to SigmaSystemCenter again, and execute the operation.
If the phenomenon continues, the following causes can be considered. Remove the
cause, referring to the following items.


Because of meeting the recycle conditions of the application pool of IIS, worker
process is recycled..



The asax file or config file is a target of the virus scan in anti-virus software.



Available memory is insufficient in the system.
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2.2.9.

Control Error Due to Wrong Recognition of Machine /
Network Inaccessibility of Managed Machine
[Phenomenon]
If you simply continue changing configurations in SystemProvisioning, there is more
than one machine that has the same host name or IP address on a network, and
control error due to wrong recognition of the machine or network inaccessibility of
managed machine can occur.
[Cause]
A machine not managed in SystemProvisioning may be started due to operation
misses or a power management product.
[Solution]
Solutions differ depending on your environment is Windows or Linux. Configure the
functionality according to the environment.


If you are using Windows
SigmaSystemCenter provides the optional feature to change a host name and IP
address when moving an active machine to a pool to prevent such problem. If you
use this feature, a host name and IP address are changed as follows:
•

Host name: PC-MAC address (excluding ":" of MAC address)
If the machine has more than one NIC, the MAC address of an arbitrary NIC is
used.

•

IP address: "Automatically obtain the IP address"
Obtains an IP address from the DHCP server.

To introduce this feature, register the DeploymentManager's scenario where this
feature works to the DPM Server. (The default scenario is SetDHCP scenario.)
Then, set the DeploymentManager's scenario as the software to be distributed in
standby state on the machine, the host setting, the model, or the group.
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Notes:
▪ Do not execute operations for the managed machine during SetDHCP execution.
▪ This feature changes host names and IP addresses, so cannot be used in some
environments, for example, depending on application types.
▪ The registry described below is set by default. When SystemProvisioning moves
active machines to a pool, it checks whether the above DeploymentManager's
scenario (SetDHCP scenario) exists or not. If the above DeploymentManager's
scenario (SetDHCP scenario) exists, SystemProvisioning automatically executes
this feature regardless of the software setting of the machine, the host, the model,
or the group. In order not to let SetDHCP scenario automatically executed, delete
the registry described below
Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\
ActionSequence\Scenario
Name: SetDHCP
Type: Character string type
Value: SetDHCP

1.

Registering the application for the functionality of changing a host name
and IP address
Configure this setting in DeploymentManager.
1.

Insert the SigmaSystemCenter installation DVD-R into the DVD/CD-RW
drive of the server on which DPM Server is installed.

2.

Click Start, click All Programs, click DeploymentManager and click
Image Builder to start Image Builder.

3.

From Image Builder, click Package registration/modification to display
the Package registration/modification window. From the File menu,
click Create Windows package to display the Create Windows
package window.

4.

Enter and select items on the Basic tab as follows:
Package ID box: SetDHCP
Type list: Application
Urgency list: Normal or Low

Note: Do not select Highest or High in Urgency.
If these are specified, the automatic update is executed at the timing
when a target starts, and the installation starts automatically.

Display name list: SetDHCP
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2.

5.

Click the Execution Settings tab, and specify the \Tool\SetDHCP folder
in the SigmaSystemCenter installation DVD-R in the Folder name box
under Folder to be copied group box, and click Add.

6.

Specify install.exe in \Tool\SetDHCP in the Execution file box under
Installation group box.

7.

Specify the time (seconds) from execution of install.exe to execution of
the process of changing the settings in the Setup parameter box. If you
do not specify this time, the default time "ten" seconds is applied.

8.

Click the Applicable OS and language tab, select All OS in the OS list
and All Language list in the Language list, and click Add.

9.

Click OK, and click Finish.

Creating a scenario for the functionality of changing a host name and IP
address
1.

Start the DeploymentManager Web Console.

2.

Click Operations on the Title bar to switch to the Operations view.

3.

Create a scenario group. If a scenario group to be registered already
exists, skip to the procedure 10.

4.

Click the Scenarios in the Resource tree.

5.

Group List appears on the Main Window.

6.

Click Add Group from the Configuration menu.

7.

Add Scenario Group appears on the Main Window

8.

Enter the group name into the Name box. (Required)

9.

Click OK.

10. Add the scenario. Click the scenario group to which the scenario is to be
added in the Resource tree.
11. Details of the group appear on the Main Window.
12. Click the Add Scenario from the Configuration menu.
13. Add Scenario appears on the Main Window.
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14. Select the Package tab.

15. Configure each item as follows:
▪ Scenario Name: SetDHCP
▪ Package: Add "Local-SetDHCP" created in the procedure 1
▪ Transmit Data By Unicast check box under Distribution Condition
Setting: selected
16. Click OK.
3.

Configuring the scenario for the functionality of changing a host name
and IP address
1.

Set the SetDHCP scenario as the software to be distributed in standby
state on any of the machine, the host setting, the model, or the group.
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If you are using Linux
1.

Registering the application for the functionality of changing a host name
and IP address
Configure this setting in DeploymentManager.
1.

Create a specific directory on the server on which DPM Server is installed,
and create the script file for changing a host name and IP address in the
directory.

Note: Make sure to configure the line break code for Linux (<LF>) in the
script file. If not, the created file may not work properly.

2.

Click Start, click All Programs, click DeploymentManager and click
Image Builder to start Image Builder.

3.

From Image Builder, click Package registration/modification to display
the Package registration/modification window. From the File menu,
click Create Linux package to display the Create Linux package
window.

4.

Enter and select items on the Basic tab as follows:
Package ID box: SetDHCP for Linux
Type list: Application

5.

Click the Execution Settings tab, and enter and select items as follows:
Folder name box: the directory of the created script file
Execution file box: the created script file
Setup parameter box: do not need to specify

6.
2.

Click OK.

Creating a scenario for the functionality of changing a host name and IP
address
1.

Start the DeploymentManager Web Console.

2.

Click Operations on the Title bar to switch to the Operations view.

3.

Create a scenario group. If a scenario group to be registered already
exists, skip to the procedure 10.

4.

Click the Scenarios in the Resource tree.

5.

Group List appears on the Main Window.

6.

Click Add Group from the Configuration menu.
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7.

Add Scenario Group appears on the Main Window.

8.

Enter the group name into the Name box. (Required)

9.

Click OK.

10. Add the scenario. Click the scenario group to which the scenario is to be
added in the Resource tree.
11. Details of the group appear on the Main Window.
12. Click the Add Scenario from the Configuration menu.
13. Add Scenario appears on the Main Window.
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14. Select the Package tab.

15. Configure each item as follows:
▪ Scenario Name: SetDHCP
▪ Package: Add "Local-SetDHCP for Linux" created in the procedure 1
▪ Transmit Data By Unicast check box under Distribution Condition
Setting: selected
16. Click the Option tab. Select the Turn Off Power After Scenario
Execution check box under Scenario Execution Option Setting.
17. Click OK.
3.

Configuring the scenario for the functionality of changing a host name
and IP address
1.

Set the SetDHCP scenario as the software to be distributed in standby
state on any of the machine, the host setting, the model, or the group.
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2.2.10. Datastore Is Not Displayed Properly
[Phenomenon]
If changes are made to storage disks or LUN that can be used with VMware (ESX or
ESXi), the device information that VMware (ESX or ESXi) is changed, and the device
information that can be acquired from VMware (ESX or ESXi) can get inconsistent.
[Cause]
The database can be updated with wrong information because the information is
collected in SigmaSystemCenter when the device information is inconsistent.
[Solution]
Make the device information consistent with the following procedure:
1.

If the periodical collection of the configuration information in SigmaSystemCenter
is enabled, disable the setting. For the details, see Subsection 2.4.1, "Configuring
the Setting of Collecting the Configuration Information" in NEC
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.

2.

Scan the storage information on VMware (ESX or ESXi) again. Execute the
scanning of the datastore by using the following ssc command.
ssc scan datastore VMSName

3.

Execute Collect in SigmaSystemCenter. If you want to configure the periodical
collection, enable the disabled setting.

2.2.11. Cannot

Shut

Down

a

Managed

Machine

Running

Windows
[Phenomenon]
A managed machine running Windows cannot be shut down even if you attempt to.
[Cause]
If the machine is in one of the following conditions, the machine is not shut down.


Locked by the WorkStation Lock



Locked by a screen saver with a password



Connected from Remote Desktop, Terminal Service, or other remote connection
software



If there is an editing data or application that does not reply to a shutdown request
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[Solution]
Release the above lock status and execute shutdown again.

2.2.12. Creating a Virtual Machine Times Out
[Phenomenon]
Creating a virtual machine may fail with the following warning or error:
"Reason: The operation has timed out."
"Timeout occurred while setting a host name to the virtual
machine"
"Timeout occurred while assigning IP address to the virtual
machine"

[Cause]
The operation of creating a virtual machine waits for a host name and IP address to be
reflected to the virtual machine. This action varies according to a type of guest OS of
the virtual machine to create or load condition of a management server; therefore, this
timeout may occur.
[Solution]
If waiting for setting a host name times out, create the following registry with a value
specified in seconds:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): HostNameWatchTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 900
If waiting for setting IP address times out, create the following registry with a value
specified in seconds:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): IpWatchTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 600
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For other timeouts, create the following registry:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): SysprepWaitCount (REG_DWORD)
Value: 1
Value Name (Type): EnableWaitForFixedTime (REG_DWORD)
Value: 1
Value Name (Type): WaitForFixedTime (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 120 *
* Specify the value in seconds.
If waiting for reflecting of the machine specific information times out, create the
following registry with a value specified in seconds:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): InitialStartupVMTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Value: 3600*
* Specify the value in seconds.

2.2.13. Creating a Template Times Out
[Phenomenon]
Creating a template may fail with the following error:
"Reason: The operation has timed out."

[Cause]
In the operation of creating a template, the time that is required to complete the process
of cloning a virtual machine varies according to disk size of a source virtual machine
and load condition of VMware ESX; therefore, waiting for cloning completion may time
out.
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[Solution]
Change the following registry with a value specified in seconds:


For Full Clone template:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): CloneTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 1800 (in seconds)



For Differential Clone / Disk Clone template:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (Type): CreateReplicaTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 3600 (in seconds)

2.2.14. Move Virtual Machine Times Out
[Phenomenon]
Moving virtual machines may fail with the following error:
Timeout occurred due to the limit of the concurrent
execution.

[Cause]
Move Virtual Machine limits the number of simultaneously movable VMs in
consideration of VMware ESX loads. Necessary time for a moving virtual machine
process changes according to the load status of VMware ESX, the process may time
out.
[Solution]
Change the time out value (seconds) and the simultaneous execution number from the
following registries:
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For Migrate
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (type): MigrateSemaphoreTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 1800 (Time out value in seconds)
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (type): MigrateMaxParallel (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 5 (Simultaneous execution number of VM)



For Failover
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (type): FailoverSemaphoreTimeout (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 1800 (Time out value in seconds)
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (type): FailoverMaxParallel (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 5 (Simultaneous execution number of VM)

2.2.15. Software Distribution after Virtual Machine Creation Might
Fail
[Phenomenon]
Software distribution after virtual machine creation might fail with the following error
message:
"The power status of the machine is off."

[Cause]
After creating a virtual machine, if the communication state between the virtual
machine and the DPM Server is controlled using the settings in Extend Setting of the
Host Profile tab, there may be a lag before the DPM Server properly recognizes the
power state of the virtual machine although the virtual machine creation has completed.
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[Solution]
Edit the following registry so that the software distribution process can wait until the
Create VM action has completed and the virtual machine is ready for the
communication with the DPM Server.
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (type): EnableWaitForFixedTime (REG_DWORD)
Value: 1
Value Name (type): WaitForFixedTime (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 120 *
* Specify the interval in seconds the software distribution should wait before
starting its process.

2.2.16. Shutdown or Reconfigure Fails
[Phenomenon]
Shutdown or reconfiguring of a virtual machine fails with the following error:
Cannot complete operation because VMware Tools is not
running in this VM

[Cause]
In order to shut down a virtual machine, VMware Tools is required. This phenomenon
may happen if you shut down a virtual machine when VMware Tools is not working.
[Solution]
Specify the value in seconds for following registry:
Key:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\
VM\VMware
Value Name (type): WaitAfterStartUp (REG_DWORD)
Default Value: 0
Starting up a virtual machine process waits for the time specified in the above registry.
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2.2.17. XenServer Pool Master Does Not Cognize Startup of
XenServer
[Phenomenon]
Even though startup of a XenServer in a pool has completed, a machine of XenServer
Pool Master may not cognize the startup of the XenServer.
[Cause]
There is a possibility that XenServer Pool Master has switched and a Slave may not
cognize the current XenServer Pool Master.
[Solution]
Run the following xe command on the Console of the current XenServer Pool Master:
xe pool-recover-slaves

For the details of the xe command, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.

2.2.18. Inconsistence Occurred Between SigmaSystemCenter
and

Actual

XenServer

Pool

Master

in

the

Xen

Environment
[Phenomenon]
You may not be able to execute operations because XenServer Pool Master that is
registered in SigmaSystemCenter and actual XenServer Pool Master are different.
[Cause]
Ensure to start all servers in a Pool every time XenServer Pool Master is switched. In
addition, restore old XenServer Pool Master when current XenServer Pool Master is
started. If not, XenServer Pool Master may be switched automatically.
[Solution]
Execute the following steps:
1.

Start all servers in a Pool.

2.

Run the following xe command on the Console of current XenServer Pool Master:
xe pool-recover-slaves
For the details of the xe command, see the product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.

3.

Edit XenServer Pool Master on the subsystem window of SigmaSystemCenter to
change the address of XenServer Pool Master to that of current XenServer Pool
Master.
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2.2.19. A Virtual Machine Server Is Disconnected After Executing
the Recovery Operation
[Phenomenon]
If evacuate commands of the ssc command, Action for VMS / Move all VMs. (Migration
/ Quick Migration, Failover), or Action for VMS / Move all VMs (Failover) of the actions
that policies configure is executed, a virtual machine server to which these operations
are executed may be disconnected.
[Cause]
In a vCenter Server environment, although VMware ESX is down, vCenter Server may
think that the ESX is in the normal state.
If VMware ESX is down, Migrate of virtual machines fails. Additionally,
SigmaSystemCenter does not execute Failover of virtual machines if vCenter Server
thinks VMware ESX is in normal state. Therefore, VMware ESX must be disconnected
before moving virtual machines in order to execute a recovery process of virtual
machines.
SigmaSystemCenter tests the connection with VMware ESX. If the connection is not
active and vCenter Server thinks the VMware ESX is in normal state,
SigmaSystemCenter disconnects the VMware ESX.
[Solution]
Execute the following steps to the disconnected ESX:
1.

Click Virtual on the Title bar to switch to the Virtual view.

2.

Select the icon of the target ESX in the Virtual tree and click Reconnect.

2.2.20. Cannot Find a Movable Virtual Machine Server
[Cause 1]
There is a possibility of shortage of capacity value that is needed for a virtual machine
to move.
[Solution 1]
Check the capacity value of a destination virtual machine server.
[Cause 2]
If Move fails in the VMware environment, there is a possibility of shortage of free disk
capacity of a destination virtual machine server.
[Solution 2]
Check the disk capacity of the destination virtual machine server.
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[Cause 3]
If Migration fails in the VMware environment, setting of VMotion for virtual machine
servers may not be enabled in vCenter Server.
[Solution 3]
Check the setting of VMotion for virtual machine servers (VMotion Enabled). For the
details, see the product manuals of VMware Inc.
[Cause 4]
If you are using the VMware environment, virtual machine servers may be in the
configuration where virtual machines cannot be moved.
[Solution 4]
Check the configuration of your virtual machine server, including HW, datacenter
configuration, pool configuration, and license.
For the details, see the product manuals of VMware, Inc.

2.2.21. ESX Is Damaged and Cannot Use a Related Template
[Detailed Explanation]
If ESX that is related to a template, you are not able to use the template after that.
[Solution]
If a datastore is on the local disk, you need to back up or restore the datastore. If the
template is on the shared disk, such as SAN or NFS, restore the template with the
following steps:
1.

Delete the failed ESX in vCenter Server Client.

2.

Register a template with the same name as before to the datastore browser of
other ESX.

2.2.22. After Failover in a Standalone ESXi Environment,
Managed Machines That Were Actually Moved From a
Virtual Management Server Look As If Not Moved
[Phenomenon]
After Failover in a standalone ESXi environment, if you remove the cause of failure and
start the virtual machine server, managed machines that were actually moved from a
virtual management server look as if they were not moved.
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[Cause]
A virtual machine server where an error occurred does not recognize that virtual
machines that were running on the virtual management server have moved to another
virtual machine server.
[Solution]
Update information of the virtual machine server where an error occurred, referring to
Section 8.8, "Operations After Failing Over in the Standalone ESXi, Standalone
Hyper-V and KVM Environment" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.

2.2.23. Events of Out-of-Band Management Are Not Detected
With Displaying "Receiving SNMP Trap is disabled."
Message on the Operations Log Window.
[Phenomenon]
Events of Out-of-Band Management might not be detected with displaying "Receiving
SNMP Trap is disabled." message on the Operations Log window.
[Cause]
SNMP Trap Service is disabled in a management server where SigmaSystemCenter is
installed. Or, SNMP Trap Service is not installed on the management server.
[Solution]
1.

If SNMP Trap Service (or Simple Network Protocol (SNMP)) is not installed, install
it.

2.

Click the Start menu and click Control Panel(C) - Administrative Tools Service to display the Service dialog box.

3.

Double click on the SNMP Trap Service to display the SNMP Trap Service
Properties dialog box.

4.

Select Automatic in the Startup Type and click Start.

5.

Click OK to close the SNMP Trap Service Properties dialog box.

6.

Select and right-click the PVMService on the Service dialog box and select
Restart.
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2.2.24. Events of Out-of-Band Management Are Not Detected
After

"SNMP

Trap

Service

stopped."

Message

Is

Displayed on the Operations Log Window.
[Phenomenon]
Events of Out-of-Band Management might not be detected after "SNMP Trap Service
stopped." message is displayed on the Operations Log window.
[Cause]
SNMP Trap Service might have stopped while the PVMService was starting.
[Solution]
1.

Click the Start menu and click Control Panel(C) - Administrative Tools Service to display the Service dialog.

2.

Double click on the SNMP Trap Service to display the SNMP Trap Service
Properties dialog box.

3.

Verify that the service status is Stopped.

4.

Select Automatic in the Startup Type and click Start.

5.

Click OK to close the SNMP Trap Service Properties dialog box.

6.

Select and right-click the PVMService on the Service dialog box and select
Restart.

2.2.25. Out-of-Band Management Operations Fail
[Phenomenon]
Although the setting for executing Out-of-Band Management is configured properly, the
operations might fail.
[Cause]


Operations and information acquisition of Out-of-Band Management might fail
because UDP is used and Packet Loss occurs.



Initializing process is executed on the target machine during power operations.
BMC might not respond depending on the timing.

[Solution]
The operations execute retry to improve reliability.
However, Packet Loss might occur depending on the network traffic owing to UDP
connection. To ensure communication quality, reconfigure the network configuration.
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Separate the LAN that is used for communicating with BMC from the LAN that is
used for other purposes physically.



Design the network configuration so that the number of network switches between
managed machines and SigmaSystemCenter management server can be
reduced.



Do not execute Packet Forwarding in internal network switches.

If BMC does not respond because of initializing process of the system, retry the
operation after a while.

2.2.26. A Virtual Management Server Remains in Maintenance
Mode After Executing Switching Operation of XenServer
Pool Master
[Phenomenon]
A virtual management server might remain in Maintenance Mode after executing
switching operation of XenServer Pool Master.
[Solution]
Connect to XenServer Pool Master using XenCenter and release Maintenance Mode of
the target virtual management server. For detailed procedure to release Maintenance
Mode of Xen products, see product manuals of Citrix Systems, Inc.

2.2.27. Create and Assign Machine Fails in a Standalone ESXi
Environment
[Phenomenon]
If Create and Assign Machine is executed with Differential Clone templates in a
Standalone ESXi environment, the operation might fail owing to the following error:
Cannot complete the operation because the file or folder

[Cause]
A disk of a virtual machine that was previously used might remain on a datastore.
[Solution]
After verifying that the machine is not registered as a virtual machine, delete the disk of
the virtual machine from the datastore browser of vSphere Client or on ESXi.
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2.2.28. Cannot Use Replica VM Created From Differential Clone /
Disk Clone Templates
[Phenomenon]
When startup operation is executed on a replica VM that was created from a
Differential Clone / Disk Clone template, Sysprep is released and the replica VM is
damaged. Therefore, Create and Assign Resource might not work properly.
[Solution]
Make sure that the replica VM is powered Off before performing this procedure.

Note: If "Frozen-Replica", snapshots of replica VM, are deleted, they cannot be
restored by performing this procedure. Templates must be recreated from the master
VM.

For VMware / Hyper-V / XenServer 6.0 or later

1.

Click Virtual on the Title bar to switch to the Virtual view.

2.

Select the target replica VM from the Virtual tree and click the Snapshot
Management on Configurations menu.

3.

Select check boxes of snapshots with ":Frozen-Replica" in their name from the
Snapshot List and execute Revert.

2.2.29. If You Display Virtual Machine Information on a Virtual
Screen, "NotResponding" is displayed on the Connection
Status of the Virtual Machine Server (ESX / ESXi)
[Phenomenon]
If you display the general information of a virtual machine of a virtual machine server
(ESX / ESXi) which is connected, "NotResponding" is displayed on the connection
status of the virtual machine server (ESX / ESXi) and the icon turns red.
[Cause]
If the root password of the virtual machine server (ESX / ESXi) is not set, this
phenomenon occurs in some processes, for example, obtaining a screen shot of a
virtual machine console.
[Solution]
Set the ESX's root password. If you want to set it as the common default value for all
ESXs, set the password on the Virtual Resource tab on the Environment Setting view.
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If you want to set the password for each ESX, set the account name to "root" and set
the password of the "root" account on the Edit Subsystem window. To display the Edit
Subsystem window, click the Edit icon of the target subsystem under Subsystem List.

2.2.30. Addition to a DataCenter Fails at Execution of ESX
Provisioning
[Phenomenon]
In VMware vCenter Server 4.0 or later, if you register an OS image installing ESX as
software to any of a group, a model or a host to execute Allocate Resource or Scale out,
the Allocate Resource or the Scale out may fail.
[Cause]
If the setting of VMware vCenter Server is configured to require host certificates, ESX
cannot be registered to DataCenter. Therefore, this phenomenon may happen.
[Solution]
Configure vCenter Server as follows:
1.

Start vSphere Client, and select Administration - vCenter Server Settings.

2.

Select SSL Setting.

3.

Clear the vCenter requires verified host SSL certificates check box.

2.2.31. Some Warnings Appear in the Operation Log after Editing
or Moving a Category or a Group
[Phenomenon]
The warnings shown as below may appear in the operation log after you edit or move a
category or a group.
"Could not edit group (The full path of a group)"
"Could not move group (The full path of a group) to tree
(The full path of a layer)."

[Cause]
This is caused by the failure to synchronize group layers between SystemProvisioning
and DeploymentManager. Review the message in the operation log for details of the
cause.
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[Solution]
Remove the cause of the failure and run the command below. However, if the cause is
shown as "The specified group name is not found", do nothing but running the
command below.
ssc dpm-location notify

2.2.32. Cannot

Update the Managed Information on NEC

ESMPRO Manager After Executed Replace Operation
[Phenomenon]
When replace processing such as N+1 recovery, or similar operation to N+1 recovery
such as Replace Machine is executing, the operations log shows following warning
message;
Since a machine (xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) cannot register
automatically to NEC ESMPRO Manager, please register a
machine manually if necessary.

In addition, one of the following warning messages is shown:


A warning outbreak point: A demand to replace the Agent.



A warning outbreak point: Situation confirmation of the automatic discovery.
[Request ID:{0}]



Failed to set default value.

In case that the above messages are shown, the following managed information on
NEC ESMPRO Manager is updated incorrectly and the managed information of NEC
ESMPRO Manager may be inconsistent with that of SigmaSystemCenter.
[Solution]
In order to resolve the inconsistency between SigmaSystemCenter and NEC ESMPRO
Manager, delete and re-register components on NEC ESMPRO Manager.
If the Management Controller management is enabled, it is also necessary to delete
and re-register the information corresponding to the physical machines before and after
replacement.
1.

Delete Component
1.

Login to the Web GUI of NEC ESMPRO Manager.

2.

Select the Group Information tab and select Component List.
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3.

2.

3.

Click Delete displayed at the right end of the line which means replaced blade
server or corresponding BMC component.

Re-register Component
1.

Login the Web GUI of NEC ESMPRO Manager.

2.

Select the Group Information tab, select Add Component and select Auto
Registration.

3.

In IP Address Range Search, specify the range of the IP address which
includes the deleted components.

4.

Enter each item as necessary and click Search.

Server Monitoring Setting
1.

Select the registered component.

2.

Select the Setting tab, select Server Monitoring Setting and click Edit.

3.

Enable Register Alert Upon No Response from Service in SNMP.

4.

Set the value of Max Retries on Error of Alert Restraint.

Note: Configure the value of the Max Retries on Error to be the same value as
follows: Group Property Setting window - Alive Monitor tab - Server Down
Detection Retry Count on SigmaSystemCenter.
For details, see Subsection 5.5.14, "Configuring Settings on the Alive Monitor
Tab" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide.

5.

Click Apply.

Note: If items other than the above are changed on NEC ESMPRO Manager, manually
set those values again.
After the above manual setting, if WebGUI of NEC ESMPRO Manager is not displayed
properly, or if the component cannot be deleted, consult your service representative.

2.2.33. Attempts to Log in by LDAP Authentication Fails
[Phenomenon 1]
The following message appears on the window:
LDAP certification failed. The server is not operational.

[Cause 1]
A configuration file might have an incorrect description of a LDAP server, or the LDAP
server might be unconnectable.
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[Solution 1]
Check the configuration file (LdapConfig.xml) stored in \SystemProvisioning installation
directory\conf.
Set the host name or IP address of a LDAP server to <Host>.
When a configuration file is set up properly, check the network connection to the LDAP
server.
[Phenomenon 2]
The following message appears on the window:
LDAP certification disabled.

[Cause 2]
A configuration file might not exist, or its settings might be invalid.

[Solution 2]
Check that the configuration file (LdapConfig.xml) is stored in \SystemProvisioning
installation directory\conf.
When the configuration file does not exist in the directory above, create it referring a
sample file located in \opt\ldap.
When it exists, check the settings of <Enable> in a configuration file.
It is enabled when the value of <Enable> is "1" or "true."
[Phenomenon 3]
The following message appears on the window:
Logon failure: unknown user name or bad password.

[Cause 3-1]
The LDAP server might have no user or a user with a wrong password.
[Solution 3-1]
Ask your LDAP server administrator to ensure that the user is registered to the server.
If the user is registered to the LDAP server, check the user's password.
If no user is registered to the LDAP server, register a user.
[Cause 3-2]
The user on the LDAP server might be disabled, or the user might have the User must
change password at next logon check box selected.
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[Solution 3-2]
Ask your LDAP server administrator to ensure the user is enabled.
If the user is disabled, uncheck the Account is disabled check box.
If the user is enabled, uncheck the User must change password at next logon check
box.
[Phenomenon 4]
The following message appears on the window:
LDAP certification failed.
Login failure: unknown user name or bad password.

[Cause 4]
This phenomenon might occur when the type of the LDAP server is the OpenLDAP.
The <UserDnPattern> which is described in the configuration file may differ from the
configuration on the LDAP server.
[Solution 4]
Check the LDAP server and the configuration file (LdapConfig.xml) stored in
\SystemProvisioning installation directory\conf.
Set the contents of <UserDnPattern> with the same setting of the user configuration on
the LDAP server. When a configuration file is set up properly, check the network
connection to the LDAP server.

2.2.34. Reflection of the Machine Specific Information to a Linux
Machine is Slow
[Phenomenon]
Reflecting of the machine specific information to a Linux machine via
DeploymentManager is sometimes one or two minutes slower than that in
SigmaSystemCenter 3.2 and earlier.
[Cause]
Dynamic IPv6 address setting by DHCP is supported in reflecting of the machine
specific information via DeploymentManager. This issue occurs because IPv6-related
configuration with reflecting of the machine specific information takes one or two
minute additional time.
[Solution]
To avoid this delay, disable IPv6 on a Linux master machine.
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2.2.35. Large Number of "Anonymous Logon" is Logged to the
Security Event Log of the Management Server
[Phenomenon]
The large number of "Anonymous Logon" is recorded to the security event log of the
management server.
[Cause]
SigmaSystemCenter has a capability to monitor management servers and routinely
checks the configured information of the management server. The security event log
about that is recorded at that time but the large number of event log is recorded.
[Solution]
You can work around this issue by disabling the features of the SigmaSystemCenter
management servers. However, you cannot use those features anymore. To do so,
perform the following procedure:


File to be changed
<SystemProvisioning installation directory>\bin\PVMServiceProc.exe.config
(Default: C:\Program Files (x86)\NEC\PVM\bin)



Procedure
You need to restart the PVMService service to make this change effective.
Before modifying the file, make sure that there is no ongoing operation on
SigmaSystemCenter (such as running a job).
1.

Back up the target file described in "◆File to be changed" before modifying
the file.

2.

Delete the line marked with "★" seeing the following "◆What should be
changed in the file."

3.

From the Start menu, click Control Panel, click Administrative Tool, and
click Services, and then restart the PVMService service.

4.

Start the Web browser and then ensure that you can log in to the
SigmaSystemCenter Web console.

5.

Check that the "Anonymous Logon" message is not recorded in the security
event log in several minutes.
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What should be changed in the file
Delete the line marked with "★."

：
：
<system.serviceModel>
<services>
<service name="UniversalConnectorServer"
behaviorConfiguration="UniversalConnectorServiceConfig">
<host>
<baseAddresses>
<add
★
baseAddress="http://localhost:26150/UniversalConnectorServer" />
<add
baseAddress="net.tcp://localhost:26102/UniversalConnectorServer" />
</baseAddresses>
</host>
<endpoint
★
bindingNamespace="Nec.SystemProvisioning.UniversalConnector"
★
★
contract="Nec.SystemProvisioning.UniversalConnector.IUniversalConnector
Server"
binding="wsHttpBinding"
★
address="" />
★
<endpoint
bindingNamespace="Nec.SystemProvisioning.UniversalConnector"
contract="Nec.SystemProvisioning.UniversalConnector.IUniversalConnector
Server"
binding="netTcpBinding"
bindingConfiguration="NetTcpBinding_IUniversalConnectorServer"
address="" />
</service>
</services>
：
：
<behaviors>
<serviceBehaviors>
<behavior name="UniversalConnectorServiceConfig">
<serviceMetadata httpGetEnabled="true" />
★
<serviceThrottling maxConcurrentSessions="2147483647"
maxConcurrentCalls="2147483647" />
<dataContractSerializer maxItemsInObjectGraph="2147483647" />
</behavior>
</serviceBehaviors>
</behaviors>
：
：
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2.2.36. The Machine Information is not Displayed Due to the Error
Caused by Executing the ssc show machine Command in
the Large-Scale Environment
[Phenomenon]
The ssc show machine command displays the following error message instead of the
machine information when you run the command on the virtual machine server where
you built a large-scale environment.
* The "large-scale environment" depends on your environment. This issue might occur
in the environment where 1,000 or more machines are managed.
The following error message appears:
The maximum message size quota for incoming messages
(65536000) has been exceeded.
To increase the quota, use the MaxReceivedMessageSize
property on the appropriate binding element.

[Cause]
In ssc commands, the ssc.exe.config file is used to define the receive size when it
receives the issued result of the command. This issue occurs if the size of the result of
the command execution exceeds the defined receive size (65536000).
[Solution]
You can work around this issue by changing the receive size defined in the
ssc.exe.config file. To do so, perform the following procedure:


File to be changed
<SystemProvisioning installation directory>\bin\ssc.exe.config
(Default: C:\Program Files (x86)\NEC\PVM\bin)



Procedure
1.

Back up the file described in "◆ File to be changed" before changing the file.

2.

Edit the line marked with "★" seeing the following "◆ What should be
changed in the file."
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What should be changed in the file
Change the maxBufferSize value marked with " ★ " from "65536000" to
"2147483647."

：
：
<netTcpBinding>
<binding name="NetTcpBinding_IUniversalConnectorServer"
closeTimeout="00:30:00"
openTimeout="00:03:00" receiveTimeout="00:10:00"
sendTimeout="00:05:00"
transactionFlow="false" transferMode="Buffered"
transactionProtocol="OleTransactions"
hostNameComparisonMode="StrongWildcard"
listenBacklog="2147483647"
maxBufferPoolSize="524288" maxBufferSize="65536000"
★
maxConnections="10"
maxReceivedMessageSize="655360000">
<readerQuotas maxDepth="128" maxStringContentLength="8192000"
maxArrayLength="163840000"
maxBytesPerRead="4096000" maxNameTableCharCount="163840000" />
<reliableSession ordered="true" inactivityTimeout="00:10:00"
enabled="false" />
<security mode="Transport">
<transport clientCredentialType="Windows"
protectionLevel="EncryptAndSign" />
<message clientCredentialType="Windows" />
</security>
</binding>
</netTcpBinding>
：
：

2.2.37. Operation Logs That Indicate Errors or Warnings are
Logged During Storage Control
[Phenomenon]
The operation logs that contain the storage-related errors or warnings might be logged
when you execute any of the following storage control operations:

Operations

What is logged to the operation log

Allocate Resource (Replace Machine,
Change Machine Usage)

Machine (MachineName) can't connect storage.

Connect Storage to machine

Since the HBA has not been set, access control is not
possible.(MachineName)
Since the NIC has not been set, access control is not
possible.(MachineName)

Disconnect Storage from machine

Since the HBA or NIC has not been set, could not
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Operations

What is logged to the operation log
release the volume.(MachineName/VolumeName...)

Collect Storage

HBA or NIC has not been set on the machine
running.[MachineName,MachineName,MachineName...]

Connect/Disconnect storage using ssc
commands (assign diskvolume /
release diskvolume)

Specified operation is unusable because specified
MachineName has no HBA.

[Cause]
Storage control may have failed because the HBA (NIC for NFS) that can connect to
the machine for which you intend to execute the storage control does not exist.
[Solution]
Review the storage property (or the network property for NFS) of the target machine on
the Resource view to ensure that the HBA (or NIC for NFS) which can connect to the
storage to be controlled is configured. If the machine is running already, execute
Release Resource and try again.
Plus, review the Storage tab of the operation group or the host setting on the
Operations view to ensure that the HBA number and IP address is configured correctly.

2.2.38. Action for NEC Storage Fails
[Phenomenon]
When you perform an action for NEC Storage, the action fails due to the following
causes:

Administration

Cause

iSM / Integration Base
management

iSM Operation Failed: Lock acquisition of NEC Storage Manager
Failed. Possibility of Integration Base not connected.

SMI-S service management

[SMI-S] Error occurs in processing CIM server. (Other user is
configuring now. [4])

[Cause]
If the NEC Storage Manager GUI shows that the state of the target device is
"Monitoring Status: Stop (Configuring)", the device is locked.
[Solution]
On the NEC Storage Manager GUI, end the configuration changes to set the state of
the device to "Monitoring Status: Running."
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2.2.39. Cannot Log in to SigmaSystemCenter in Internet Explorer
10 Standards Mode
[Phenomenon]
You attempt to log in to SigmaSystemCenter by entering a correct account and
password but the login window does not switch to the Main Window. As a result, your
login attempt fails.
[Cause]
This issue is caused by the problem existing in Microsoft .NET Framework. The version
4 causes the issue. For more information, go to the following Web site:
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2600088/en-us
[Solution]
Perform the following procedure to apply the hotfix for the .NET Framework 4 issues:
1.

On the Start menu, click Control Panel, and then click Administrative Tools to
open Internet Information Service (IIS) Manager.

2.

Select the SigmaSystemCenter management server from the left tree, and then
click Stop in the Action menu on the right pane to stop IIS.

3.

Download the hotfix from the Web site above and install it.

4.

Start IIS you stopped in step 2. Open Internet Information Service (IIS) Manager,
select the SigmaSystemCenter management server from the left tree, and then
click Start in the Action menu on the right pane.

2.2.40. The Create and Assign Machine Action Fails After
Updating the Integration Service
[Phenomenon]
In Hyper-V of Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows 8 (x64 operating system) or
Windows Server 2012 is installed on a master VM and the Integration Service of
Windows 8 or Windows Server 2012 is updated to the Windows Server 2012 R2
Hyper-V Integration Service (6.3.9600.16384). Then, if you execute the Create and
Assign Machine action after creating a template using Differential Clone, an error
occurs and the created virtual machine is prevented from starting by the error (Error
Code / Status: 0xc0000098).
[Cause]
This issue is caused by inconsistency in the driver version due to the driver store
problem.
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[Solution]
Apply Windows Updates to a master VM or download the hotfix from the URL below
and apply it.
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2822241/en-us

2.2.41. Texts on the Operations Log Window on the Monitor View
Get Garbled
[Phenomenon]
When the result of software distribution for managed machines which are running a
Windows operating system is displayed on the Operations Log window on the Monitor
view, it can get garbled.
[Cause]
This issue occurs if the version of DPM Client on a managed machine is older than that
of a management server.
[Solution]
Upgrade DPM Client on the managed machine to the same version as that of the
management server seeing Section 3.7, "Upgrading on a Managed Machine Running
Windows (x86 / x64)" in NEC SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide.

2.2.42. Cannot synchronize with the LDAP server correctly
[Phenomenon 1]
The following message appears on the window:
LDAP certification failed. The server is not operational.

[Cause 1]
A configuration file might have an incorrect description of a LDAP server, or the LDAP
server might be unconnectable.
[Solution 1]
Check the configuration file (LdapConfig.xml) stored in \SystemProvisioning installation
directory\conf.
Set the host name or IP address of the LDAP server to <Host>.
When a configuration file is set up properly, check the network connection to the LDAP
server.
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[Phenomenon 2]
The following message appears on the window:
LDAP certification is invalid.

[Cause 2]
A configuration file might not exist, or its settings might be invalid.
[Solution 2]
Check that the configuration file (LdapConfig.xml) is stored in \SystemProvisioning
installation directory\conf.
When the configuration file does not exist in the directory above, create it referring a
sample file located in \opt\ldap.
When it exists, check the settings of <Enable> in a configuration file.
It is enabled when the value of <Enable> is "1" or "true."
[Phenomenon 3]
All users belong to the group on the LDAP server cannot be reflected.
[Cause 3-1]
The number of the synchronized groups and users might exceed the upper limit of
<MaxLimit> descripted in the configuration file
[Solution 3-1]
Check that the configuration file (LdapConfig.xml) is stored in \SystemProvisioning
installation directory\conf.
Change the value of <MaxLimit>.
Beware the number of the users belong to the groups is a total number.
E.g.)
When user C belongs to a group A as well as a group B, the number of target
synchronization is as follows:
-

Total number of synchronized cases is four, which indicates that both
groups are counted individually (two) and user C is counted individually
for each group (two).

[Cause 3-2]
The number of the synchronized groups and users might exceed the number of cases
which can be responded from the LDAP server.
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[Solution 3-2]
Change the setting with referring to the manuals of the LDAP servers respectively.
[Phenomenon 4]
Some users, who belong to the groups on the LDAP server, are not reflected by
synchronization.
[Cause 4]
On the LDAP server, when a user's position (DN) is different from a group's position,
which is target synchronization, is not reflected.
[Solution 4]
On the LDAP server, groups or users should be located in the same position.

2.2.43. VM import fails
[Phenomenon]
When you perform the VM import, the following message appears on the window and
the VM import may fail.
Failed to Import VM.
Failed to get the information. Please refresh the page and
try again.

[Cause]
On the virtual view, select the Machine Profile setting window which appears during the
VM import operations. And add Extended Disk and then delete all added extended
disks. This procedure caused the error by inconsistency in the configured information.
[Solution]
Perform the VM import without adding the Extension disk setting in the Machine
Profile setting window.

2.2.44. Skipped to collect standalone Hyper-v host
[Phenomenon]
When managing a registered standalone Hyper-V host in SigmaSystemCenter, if the
collection of the host fails, the following message may appear.
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Update status : (xx%) : Skipped to collect VM
server(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) information.(Connection to the
VM server(xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx) is not possible.)
[Cause]
When meeting the following conditions, collection may fail.


The targeted Hyper-V host is belonging to domain.



DNS is not reversely registered.



Host is added to SigmaSystemCenter by using IP address.



Host is managed by the local administrator privilege.



DNS is closed.

[Solution 1]
1.

IP of the Hyper-V host is reversely registered in DNS server.

2.

Change the using account as follows in subsystem edit.
administrator -> hostname\administrator

[Solution 2]
Once you register Hyper-V host name in DNS and editing on the subsystem screen of
SigmaSystemCenter, after that, change the "Host Name" to FQDN from IP address.

2.2.45. Partitioned RDM disk becomes unrecognized
[Phenomenon]
When removing the RDM disk or deleting the VM after creating partition in the RDM
disk by using guest OS of the virtual machine, it may be deleted from the RDM disk list
during the collection of SigmaSystemCenter. Because a drive letter is granted
automatically due to the recognition of a Hyper-V host by the RDM disk.
[Cause]
What the disk in which a file system exists is mounted automatically in Hyper-V host
causes the above phenomenon.
[Solution]
Disable the feature of auto mount of Hyper-V by using the following command in the
administrator privileged command prompt.
diskpart.exe
> automount disable
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2.3. Trouble
Shooting
In
Configuration Information
2.3.1.

Managing

Cannot Access to Database
[Phenomenon]
The following message may appear on the window:
Connection to the database is not possible. Please confirm
connection information.

[Cause 1]
The service of the configuration database can be stopped.
[Solution 1]
Use Service, the management tool of Windows, to check that the service that
corresponds to the instance name of the database that is used for the configuration
management data is in operation. If you have not transferred the database after
installing SystemProvisioning, the service name of the management server is
"MSSQL$SSCCMDB."
Restart SystemProvisioning after starting the service.
[Cause 2]
The information of the connection to the configuration database can be changed.
[Solution 2]
Check the connection information on the Configuration information management dialog
box.
Check that the items displayed on the dialog box, including the machine name,
instance name, authentication mode, account name, password, are correct.
Start the Configuration information management dialog box by running PvmConfig.exe
located in SystemProvisioning installation directory\bin.
Restart SystemProvisioning after configuring the connection information.
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2.3.2.

When Starting a Management Server, Collect Process of
Configuration Information Ends With Warning
[Phenomenon]
When you restart a management server, the process of collecting storage of the
configuration information ends with Warning with the following error message;
RefreshAll Warning occurred in the process of Nec.
SystemProvisioning.Provider.NecStorage.RefreshAll.
(iSM Operation Failed. NEC Storage Manager Integration
Base cannot connect with NEC Storage Manager service. -)

[Cause]
If the PVM Service is started after restarting a management server, configuration
information is collected.
Right after OS is started, if collect is executed before the NEC Storage Manager
Service is started, this phenomenon occurs.
[Solution]
If the cause of the Warning is failure of collect due to the not started NEC Storage
Manager Service (if the above message is displayed on the Log), execute Collect
manually after starting the NEC Storage Manager Service is completed.
If it succeeds, there is no problem.

2.3.3.

Transaction Log Size of SQL Server Increases
[Phenomenon]
When transaction log size of SQL Server increases and uses almost all the available
disk space, the performance of SigmaSystemCenter deteriorates.
[Cause]
SigmaSystemCenter adds, updates, and deletes not only information of management
targets but also various data, such as operations logs, performance data and image
data. If Full (Full Recovery Model) is set for SQL Server, loads and size of the process
of writing into the transaction log increase and use large amount of the available disk
space, which influences on the performance of SigmaSystemCenter.
[Reference]
SQL Server has the following two recovery models. Either of them is always set.
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SIMPLE (Simple Recovery Model)
Transaction log space is automatically reused so that its necessary disk space can
be reduced. This value is set for the SQL Server Express Edition by default.



FULL (Full Recovery Model)
Unless you take backups regularly or shrink transaction log files, SQL Server
records and saves transaction log files until the files use almost all the available
disk space. This value is set for the SQL Server Standard Edition by default.

[Solution]
Check that which recovery model is set for the SQL Server. If the recovery model is
"FULL", change the setting to "SIMPLE", and remove the factor of enlarged transaction
log.
1.

Click Start menu, click Control Panel, click Administrative Tools, and click
Services. Stop all the services of SigmaSystemCenter in the table below:

Component

Service Name

SystemProvisioning

PVMService

System Monitor - Performance
Monitoring Services

System Monitor Performance Monitoring Service

DeploymentManager

DeploymentManager API Service
DeploymentManager Backup/Restore Management
DeploymentManager Get Client Information
DeploymentManager PXE Management
DeploymentManager PXE Mtftp
DeploymentManager Remote Update Service
DeploymentManager Schedule Management
DeploymentManager Transfer Management

2.

Check the database files in the table below.
SigmaSystemCenter uses two SQL Server instances. Check the database files in
the installation directories respectively.
The SQL Server installation directory is C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\ MSSQL12.Instance Name\MSSQL\DATA.
If the instance name is changed from the default value, replace the default
instance name in the following command with the current one. The default values
are as follows: SSCCMDB for SystemProvisioning and System Monitor Performance Monitoring Services and DPMDBI for DeploymentManager.
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Component

Instance Name

File Name

SystemProvisioning

SSCCMDB

pvminf.mdf
pvminf_2.ndf
pvminf_log.LDF

System Monitor Performance Monitoring
Services
DeploymentManager

RM_PerformanceDataBase2.mdf
RM_PerformanceDataBase2_log.ldf
DPMDBI

DPM_DATA.MDF
DPM_LOG.LDF

3.

Back up the configuration database
Run the following command to create the following backup files: "backup_pvm.dat",
"backup_sysmon.dat", and "backup_dpm.dat" in C:\temp.
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -d pvminf -Q "backup database
pvminf to disk = 'C:\temp\backup_pvm.dat' with init"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -d RM_PerformanceDataBase2
-Q "backup database RM_PerformanceDataBase2 to disk =
'C:\temp\backup_sysmon.dat' with init"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\DPMDBI -d DPM -Q "backup database DPM
to disk = 'C:\temp\backup_dpm.dat' with init"

4.

Check that the recovery model of the database.
Run the following command to display the recovery model of the database in use.
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -W -Q "SELECT
DATABASEPROPERTYEX('pvminf','Recovery')"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -W -Q "SELECT
DATABASEPROPERTYEX('RM_PerformanceDataBase2','Recovery
')"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\DPMDBI -W -Q "SELECT
DATABASEPROPERTYEX('DPM','Recovery')"

5.

If FULL is displayed for the recovery model, change it to SIMPLE.
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -Q "alter database pvminf set
RECOVERY SIMPLE"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -Q "alter database
RM_PerformanceDataBase2 set RECOVERY SIMPLE"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\DPMDBI -Q "alter database DPM set
RECOVERY SIMPLE"
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6.

Shrink the unnecessary space of the database to shrink the size of transaction log
files.
Run the following command. Each command may take several minutes to
complete.
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -Q "DBCC SHRINKDATABASE
( pvminf )"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -Q "DBCC SHRINKDATABASE
( RM_PerformanceDataBase2 )"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -Q "Exec sp_MSforeachtable
@command1='ALTER INDEX ALL ON ? REBUILD'"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\DPMDBI -Q "DBCC SHRINKDATABASE
( DPM )"
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\DPMDBI -Q "Exec sp_MSforeachtable
@command1='ALTER INDEX ALL ON ? REBUILD'"

7.

Check that the sizes of the files regarding the database have become smaller than
being checked in the procedure 2. For the files to check, see the table in the
procedure 2.

8.

Restart the database engine service of SQL Server
Click Start menu, click Control Panel, click Administrative Tools, and click
Services. Restart the services in the table below:

Service Name
SQL Server (SSCCMDB)
SQL Server (DPMDBI)

9.

Start each service of SigmaSystemCenter. For the services to start, see the table
in the procedure 1.

Note: If performance deterioration occurs although the database is not enlarged, it may
be solved by eliminating the fragmentation of the database. For the procedure, see the
following Subsection 2.3.4, "Displaying Web Console Becomes Slow and the
Performance Deteriorates."
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2.3.4.

Displaying

Web

Console

Becomes

Slow

and

the

Performance Deteriorates
[Phenomenon]
Displaying the Web Console becomes slow and the performance deteriorates.
[Cause]
The database becomes fragmented as it is repeatedly inserted, updated, or deleted
with SQL Server Database Engine, which causes delays in the database access, and
then, SigmaSystemCenter may be uncontrollable.
[Solution]
Check the cause of fragmentation and recover the speed of the access to the database
to keep the performance.


Checking the database fragmentation
1.

Click Start menu, click All Programs, click Accessory, and click Command
Prompt to start a command prompt.

2.

Run the following ssc command to check the status of the database
fragmentation in a list.
ssc maintenance cmdb -all -tbl

When this ssc command runs, the status of the database fragmentation is
displayed in a list as follows:
[Output Example]
[Cmdb Table Fragment]
Table Name

Fragmentation Average

-----------------------------------------TBL_EventHistory

99.19

TBL_ManagementLogHistory

99.03

TBL_EventAction

98.99

:

:

A value of Fragmentation Average is a fragmentation rate (%). The more near
"100" the value is, the much fragmented the database is.
If the Fragmentation Average exceeds "80", it is highly recommended that you
should eliminate the fragmentation.
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Eliminating the database fragmentation
1.

Click Start menu, click Control Panel, click Administrative Tools, and click
Services. Then, stop the PVM Service.

2.

Click Start menu, click All Programs, click Accessory, and click Command
Prompt to start a command prompt.

3.

Run the following ssc command to eliminate the fragmentation of the
database space.
ssc maintenance cmdb -defrag 0

2.3.5.

4.

Execute "◆ Checking the database fragmentation" to display the database
fragmentation status in a list. Check that Fragmentation Average values in the
list have become smaller than "80."

5.

Click Start menu, click Control Panel, click Administrative Tools, and click
Services. Then, start the PVM Service.

When Running sqlcmd, Insufficient Access Permission
Causes an Error
[Phenomenon 1]
When you run sqlcmd as the following example, the error message that indicates you
failed to access the database appears:
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -d pvminf -Q "backup database pvminf
to disk = 'C:\temp\backup_pvm.dat' with init"
Msg 916, Level 14, State 1, Server Name of the SSC Management
Server\SSCCMDB, Line 1
The server principal "Name of the SSC Management Server\User Name"
is not able to access the database "PVMINF" under the current security
context.
Msg 3013, Level 16, State 1, Server Name of the SSC Management
Server\SSCCMDB, Line 1
BACKUP DATABASE is terminating abnormally.

Or the following message appears:
Msg 262, Level 14, State 1, Server Name of the SSC Management
Server\SSCCMDB, Line 1
BACKUP DATABASE permission denied in database 'PVMINF'.
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Msg 3013, Level 16, State 1, Server Name of the SSC Management
Server\SSCCMDB, Line 1
BACKUP DATABASE is terminating abnormally.

[Cause 1]
The user account you used to run sqlcmd is not registered in SQL Server or not
granted the right to operate the database against which you intend to run sqlcmd.
[Solution 1-1]
Log in to the SSC management server with the user account that is used to install the
SSCCMDB instance.
[Solution 1-2]
Use the user account that has the SQL Server administrator right to configure user
accounts and roles in SQL Server. By default, the SQL Server administrator right is
granted to the user account that is used to install the SSCCMDB instance.
1.

Log in to the SSC management server with the user account that is used to install
the SSCCMDB instance.

2.

Register the account you intend to use in SQL Server and grant the sufficient
execute right to it. The following example grants sysadmin, which is the highest
privilege, to the user account.

<SQL Server 2012 / 2014>
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB
1> CREATE LOGIN [Name of the SSC Management Server\User Name] FROM
WINDOWS
2> GO
1> ALTER SERVER ROLE [sysadmin] ADD MEMBER [Name of the SSC Management
Server\User Name]
2> GO

<SQL Server 2008 R2>
sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB
1> exec master..sp_addsrvrolemember @loginame = N' Name of the SSC
Management Server\Account', @rolename = N'sysadmin'
2> GO

[Phenomenon 2]
When you run sqlcmd as the following example, the error message that indicates you
do not have the right to create a folder in the destination folder for backup files appears:
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sqlcmd -E -S (local)\SSCCMDB -d pvminf -Q "backup database pvminf
to disk = 'C:\temp\backup_pvm.dat' with init"
Msg 3201, Level 16, State 1, Server Name of the SSC Management
Server\SSCCMDB, Line 1
Cannot open backup device 'C:\temp\backup_pvm.dat'. Operating
system error 5(Access is denied.).

Msg 3013, Level 16, State 1, Server Name of the SSC Management
Server\SSCCMDB, Line 1
BACKUP DATABASE is terminating abnormally.

[Cause 2]
The user account that is used to run sqlcmd is not granted the right to create a folder in
the destination folder for backup files.
[Solution 2]
1.

Grant the right to create a folder in the destination folder for backup files to the
user account that is used to run sqlcmd.

2.

Run sqlcmd again.
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Appendix B License Information
This product includes certain open source software.
Details of individual licenses are provided on the SigmaSystemCenter DVD
<SigmaSystemCenter Installation DVD>\doc\OSS directory.
Please contact us in order to obtain the source code of software that is distributed under the
GPL/LGPL.
▪ This product contains Microsoft SQL Server Express which is distributed by Microsoft Corporation
without charge. Use this product after accepting the license agreement. For details of copyright and
ownership rights, refer to the following license files:
<folder where Microsoft SQL Server Express is installed>\License Terms
▪ Some icons used in this program are based on Silk Icons released by Mark James under a
Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 License. Visit http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/silk/ for more
details.
▪ This product includes software developed by Routrek Networks, Inc.
▪ This product includes NM Library from NetApp, Inc. Copyright 2005 - 2010 NetApp, Inc. All rights
reserved.
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